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SOCIETALLEARNING
AND THE EROSION OF COLLECTIVE MEMORY
- the role of international organizations in combatting global amnesia •

International organizations have a vital role to play in the emerging information society. They are often seen as custodians of international
collective memory. But in addition to this "maintenance learning"
function they can play a vital active role in " innovative learning" - in
the collective learning of new modes of responding to the crisis of the
times. This paper focuses on the limitations and possibilities of such
collective learning.

Introduction
Given the current period of budgetary crisis in the international organization community and elsewhere, it may well be asked whether consideration of u the utilization of international documentation » at this time can lead to significant conclusions. The report of
the 1972 Symposium indicates a range of user problems which remain valid (1). Budgets have however been contracted rather than
expanded since then. Further the hopes for major inter-agency information exchanges, particularly at the computer level, have been
largely abandoned or focused on narrowly specialized domains.
Those who earlier expressed concern are now resigned to the fragmentation of international documentation. Relations between potential collaborators in any such exchanges have been eroded by
priority attention to basic programme concerns within each agency. In many cases where there has been a real cross-system need
this has been met by external services possibly established by a
commercial enterprise at the national level. Given this level of activity, the recommendations of the 1972 Symposium still stand as
a minimal adequate guideline.
On the other hand the period since 1972 has witnessed the advent
of the pocket computer which has changed peoples' perception of
the credibility of the «computer revolution ". There have been
many studies of the" information society» now and to come. Computer terminals are creeping into offices and the" paper-free office " is announced for the immediate future. In homes such devices are used for education and amusement (attached to television). International and national agencies are now experimenting
with such devices - each in their own way in support of their own
system. The pressure to do so is great because of the rapid spread
of international satellite-linked data networks and the multitude of
data bases now available via them.
The boundless optimism of those associated with the information
society revolution is far from being matched by those concerned
with the world problematiQue. Crisis has been heaped on crisis and
International agencies are increasingly perceived as helpless observers of these worsening conditions. Loss of confidence in them,
as reflected in their budgets, is part of the general loss of confidence in established institutions.
In this context it would seem to be shortsighted, if not simply foolish, to attempt any conventional inward-looking evaluation of the
problems of « utilization of international documentation ». The dramatic times in which we live would seem to call for a new look at
the context within which the objectives of" international documentation " are defined and perceived by the user, whether actual or
potential. Not to do so would simply beg the well-known management Quip: " Having lost sight of their objectives, they redoubled
their efforts ...

(.) The paper is an extract from « Utilisa/ion of /n/ernational Documentation; introductory raport lor Pane/lfI· which appears in ·Interna~onal Documents for/he 80's: theirro/s and
use; proceedings of the Second World Symposium on Internationat Documenta/ion. Brussels. 1980 (Pleasan/lll/le. NY. Undo 1982, fJ(J. 335-381)edi/ed by Th Dimi/rov. An unpublished French version ,s also availablfj from Th Dimitrov. Umted Nations Library, Palals
des Na/lOns. Geneva. The text reproduced here has been slightly modified but includes

The danger in the emerging information society is that many traditional library dreams of total computerization and in-depth cataloguing may too easily become a reality. The Question is not whether this is worthwile, especially to the user. In this transition period
a major concern should be with whether such innovations are assessed within a broad enough framework in the light of needs during social crisis and upheaval. The latter concern is of course a
special responsibility of international documentation services. Are
the right questions being asked - are there better Questions to
ask? It is the search for such a framework, to stimulate better
Questions about utilization, which is the prime thrust of this report.

Social learning and the world problematique
Given the continuing insistence of international agencies on the
complexity and urgency of the world crisis situation, it is unnecessary to summarize this point here (2). In response to recognition of
this world problematiQue a new generation of perceptive studies is
now emerging. What is surprising is that they stress similar points
which are relevant to the objectives of any international documentation system.
As a first example, Ambassador Soedjatmoko, currently Rector of
the United Nations University (*), stressed the importance of the
" learning capacity of nations .. :
" The capacity of a nation - not just of its government but of society
as a whole - to adjust to rapidly changing techno-economic. socio-cultural and political changes, on a scale which makes it possible to speak
of social transformation, very much depends on its collective capacity
to generate, to ingest, to reach out for, and to utilise a vast amount of
new and relevant information. This capacity for creative and innovative
response to changing conditions and new challenges I would like to
call the learning capacity of a nation. This capacity is obviously not limited to the cognitive level, but includes the attitudinal, institutional and
organisational levels of society as well .. (3).
In 1979, a recent report to the Club of Rome was published (5). It
argues:
« Whoever chronicles the history of the 1970s will see clearly what we
perceive only dimly now. Not only is a critical element still missing from
most discussions on global problems, but the most striking analyses of
the world problematique are diverting attention from a fundamental issue. What has been missing is the human element, and what is at issue
is what we call the human gap. The human gap is the distance between
growing complexity and our capacity to cope with it...
Distinguishing this notion of learning from schooling does not mean
that this report will ignore education which is a fundamental way and
a formal means to enhance learning... Further, we shall contend that
not only individuals but also groups of people learn. that organizations
learn, and that even societies can be said to learn. The concept of « societal learning .. is relatively new and stirs some controversy. Some
contend that it is merely a metaphor that distorts the meaning of learning. Doubtless the concept of societallearning has limits. but we nonetheless shall maintain that societies can and do learn, and we shall
not hesitate to cite evidence of learning processes at work in societies ".
In 1980, Alvin Tolfler (author of "Future Shock,,) produced a
book (6) reviewing the positive factors associated with the current
period of crisis. In it he stresses the importance of « social memory .. and how it is being revolutionized by the changes in the
" info-sphere .. (pp. 192-193). He points out:
" Our remarkable ability to file and retrieve shared memories is the
secret of our species' evolutionary success. And anything that significantly alters the way we construct. store, or use social memory there-

the references and annexes previously omitted The onginal paper was also presented
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fore touches on the wellsprings of destiny. Twice before in history humankind has revolutionized its social memory. Today, in constructing
a new into-sphere, we are poised on the brink of another such transformation ...
What makes the leap to a Third Wave info-sphere so historically exciting IS that it not only vastly expands social memory again, but resurrects it from the dead.
The computer, because it processes the data it stores, creates an historically unprecedented situation: it makes social memory both extensive and active. And this combination will prove to be propulsive" (6,
pp. 192- 193).
Unlike earlier hopes for a « world brain ", a functioning information
infrastructure (7) is emerging very rapidly which will accomplish
more than was desired by those who first reflected on the future of
information. (Recent years have nevertheless seen the rebirth of a
World Mind Group (8)).
But Toffler makes the point that:
« Unless we incinerate the planet and our social memory with, we shall
before long have the closest thing to a civilization with total recall" (6,
p. 193).

This optimistic argument conceals a basic problem to which the
Club of Rome report (above) is more sensitive. For whilst technically it may well be possible to recall any item of information, the
problem lies with how the user is to use such a facility given the limited processing capacity of the brain.
And, more specifically, how is he to learn from it and to what extent
will it facilitate social learning in relation to the world problematique?
This basic constraint emerges more clearly in the Dakar Declaration (1979) of lnformatique pour le Tiers Monde (9) :
" The key element of human communications - the ordering and transmission of information - is tending to become a source of mis-communication. The scientific and technological breakthroughs which have
led to the informatics revolution are way ahead of the learning process
of human society. This cultural lag is the most serious challenge to a
comprehensive view of the implications of informatics. It is a matter of
values, of organizational capacity and transformation in mental structures ".
This statement, however, itself fails to distinguish between the collective and the individual dimensions of the problem. These are explored in the following sections.
.

1, Nature of collective memory
Learning implies memory, whether in the case of the individual or
of society.
« That experiences influence subsequent behaviour is evidence of an
obvious but nevertheless remarkable activity called remembering.
Learning could not occur without the function popufarly called memory. .. So-called intelligent behaviour demands memory, remembering
being prerequisite to reasoning. The ability to solve any problem or
even to recognize that a problem exists depends on memory" (17).
What then is societal memory? How is it related to the international documentation system?
In the past, as Toffler notes (6, p. 192), « sociaf memory" was stored
in the minds of individuals as « history, myth, lore and legend and
transmitted... to their children through speech, song, chant and example... all the accumulated experience of the group was stored in
the neurons and glia and synapses of human beings ". This is still
the case in many countries and sectors of society, But anthropologists do not appear to have stUdied « folk memory" or " cultural
memory" as SUCh. They focus on traditions as « values, beliefs,
rules, and behavior patterns that are shared by a group and passed
on from generation to generation as part of the socialization process" (16). This verbal tradition has largely been replaced by one
based on texts.
Biologists on the other hand have tentatively recognized a .. noosphere ". The age of ecological enlightenment has brought with it a
new term, the ecosphere, which implies a responsible stewardship
of Earth. Beyond and superimposed on these spheres lies another
dimensional sphere, the noosphere, a figurative envelope of conceptual thought, or reflective impulses produced by the human intellect... .. It is not scientifically measurable, of course, but its presence is strongly felt and its influence is all-pervading" (17). The
concept was first formulated by Vladimir Verdansky and elaborated by Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. This approach has not focused
on memory. As one biologist remarks, however:

.. Although we are by all odds the most social of al/ social animals more interdependent, more attached to each other, more inseparable
in our behaviour than bees - we do not often feel our conjoined intelligence. Perhaps, however, we are linked in circuits for the storage,
processing, and retrieval of information since this appears to be the
most basic and universal of all human enterprises ", (17a, p. 14)
Classical Greek philosophy developed a concept of the world soul
which was related to memory. Little attention has however been
given to recent philosophical investigations of social minds, as
" syntheses of individual minds into wholes with new minds" (18).
This is also the case for the group mind as applied to national mind
and character (19). Psychologists may refer to " culturally shared
knowledge ... though This is merely an idealization... not to be
confused with reality (60, p. 9). Scientists may, however, refer to
" the store of human knowledge... achieves a corporate, collective
power that is far greater than one individual can exert ". (20)
The concept of group mind was examined and discarded by sociologists in connection with public opinion. This is a collection of individual opinions on an issue of public interest. It is considered to
have characteristics that make it something more than the sum of
individual opinions on an issue. Its function as social memory does
not appear to have been explored. The concept of col/ective consciousness was developed by Emile Durkheim as a derivative of
Rousseau's general will and Comte's consensus. But again there is
little concern with memory, although Jung's concept of archetypes
of the collective unconsciousness is closely related to it. The distinction between consciousness and unconsciousness may not be
important in relation to memory (*).
Educators, at least in the light of the Encyclopedia of Education
(29) do not appear to have any interest in social memory, or even
social learning as SUCh. Programmes in support of international understanding, such as Unesco's, do not clarify any aspect of social
memory even if they ensure the dissemination of cultural traditions.
The new Unesco programme on cultural heritage also has no explicit concern with memory. Recent use of the term planetary consciousness by many alternative groups (29) is not related to any
memory function.
It is to be expected that a social memory concern would emerge
more explicitly in the development of the classification of knowledge
from Aristotle through Juan Huarte, Francis Bacon, Diderot, to Dewey and Qtlet and their successors (22, 23). But whilst such initiatives are effectively attempts to impose some organization on social memory, their proponents do not appear to be concerned with
its nature. Thus although there is a study of classifications in their
social context (24), there is little to be found on the social impact
of classification schemes. A discipline such as the history of ideas
is not concerned with the nature of collective memory. The power
of such impacts, is, however, illustrated by Jacques Attali in terms
of styles of music as coding systems reflecting social structures and
presaging new structures (25). But he does not consider any memory function.
.
Clearly social memory is an elusive and poorly explored phenomenon. Instead of attempting to clarify its nature as a psycho-social phenomenon, the search can be switched to the repositories of
social memories. This switch necessarily abandons the preoccupation with how societies internalize recorded knowledge and focuses instead on how knowledge can be physically recorded and
disseminated. Societallearning is not, however, achieved by simply recording and disseminating knowledge. It must be "absorbed" by society. How societal learning (or group learning)
takes place remains unclear, as the Club of Rome report stresses.
Before commenting on modern systems it is important to note the
role of encyclopaedias as repositories. Initially these were often
conceived as " mirrors" of the knowledge of mankind - which reinforces the distinction noted above. Even in recent years national or
ethnic encylopaedias have been deliberately created to orient social consciousness. Deliberate efforts have also been made to
move beyond the traditionally passive role of the library and museum, as with Paul Qtlet's Mundaneum which assembled 17 million

(') .. A structural model may be conscious or unconscious Without this difference affecting its nature. It can only be said that when the structure of a certain type of phenomena does not lie at a great depth, it is more likely that some kind of model, standing
as a screen to hide it, will exist in the collective consciousness. For conSCIOus mod~
eis, which are usually known as .. germs" are by definition very poor ones, since they
are not intended to explain phenomena but to perpetuate them -, Claude LeviStrauss. Structural Anthropology. London, Alien Lane, 1968.
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Items (26). The social significance of such initiatives was given its
most eloquent form In the H.G. Wells proposal for a " world brain"
(27) With the advent of computers, the concept has been refined
under the slimulus of Information scientists such as Manfred Kochen (28). Harry Schwarzlander (29) and D. Soergel (30), who are
linked through the World Mind Group (8). Note also the recent book
by Peter Russell : " The Global Brain .. (1982).
The reality today is however represented by a multiplicity of information systems, whether national or international, specialized or
general, computerized or not, and whatever the degree of interlinkage via data networks (31, 32). In this context the above concern
with social memory is reduced to a preoccupation with computer
memory and processing power.

2. Nature of societallearning :
the collective user
Emphasizing societallearning raises the important point of a" collective user" whose requirements are clearly somewhat different
from the individual user-learner. How does such a user learn? This
relates to the problem of the .. learning capacity of nations .. (3)
and to learning by international agencies, possibly via their international documentation systems.
Although it was not possible to clarify in the previous section how
knowledge was Internalized by society, the Club of Rome report
gives further precision to this process.
" Our continued survival is testimony that humanity indeed learns... So
we have to reconsider what is meant by the statement .. humanity
learns ". Does the statement imply - indeed demand - that learning occur at the right time and on a scale sufficiently large not only to avoid
disasters but also to conclude a century, so much traumatized by successive follies, with a gain in peace, dignity, and happiness? " (5, p.
118).
The report notes:
.. The conventional, often unarticulated, conception of how societies
learn usually starts with one or more centers of concentrated competence as the emanators of new discoveries, theories, beliefs, and solutions. These new ideas are then disseminated to larger circles of
people and to the public at large. This model of societallearning distinguishes two separate steps: one of distinct discovery and another
of less distinct dissemination. The roles people play in this process are
likewise differentiated: some invent and others assimilate. The role of
society at large is reduced to adjusting to and consuming the discoveries and knowledge produced in centers of expertise. It is easy to see
that this conception entails more teaching than learning.
.. The unavoidable consequence of this view of societallearning is elitism, technocracy, and paternalism. What is omitted is the fact that
meaning and values - decisive for learning - are products of society
at large, not of specialized centers. Despite all their technical advantages, the bodies of knowledge, technologies, knowhow, and theories
produced by such centers contain inherent shortcomings - they are too
often divorced from the social context. They tend to reproduce themselves according to their own internal logic. This autonomous and selfreproducing development accounts in large part for the fact that so
much of societal learning is maintenance learning.
.. Innovative societallearning seeks to restore active learning to those
in society conventionally confined to a passive role of assimilation. Key
to this goal is participation that goes beyond mere invitations to accept
given products. To encourage innovative societallearning, true participation must enable people to open and inspect the «black-boxes"
of knowledge, to question their relevance and meaning, and to re-design, re-combine, and re-order them where necessary. Effective participation therefore does not mean paying lip service to those who in
the past have been deemed to count less than others, but rather ensuring a real contribution of the entire society". (5, pp 80-81),
Elsewhere in the report a distinction is however made between the
need and possibilities for accelerating learning processes of decision-makers at all levels of institutional learning, on the one hand,
and the equally urgent necessity but greater difficulty of enhancing
the more general and slower proces~es of societal or " public"
learning, on the other (5, p. 127), In considering the use of internatlona/ documentation systems, it would of course be convenient to
focus only on the first. The report makes it clear, however, that the
two must advance hand-in-hand or the decision-makers will be unable to communicate effectively with the public.
The phrasing of the previous paragraph easily leads to the error of
assuming that in either case it is still only a problem of individual

learning. In commenting approvingly on the Club of Rome exercise
(5, pp 138-139), for example, the Deputy Director General of Unesco cites Unesco's concept of the" learning society u. which appears to mean life-long education for the individual (33, pp. 160164, 182, 263). But the Club of Rome report is quite explicit that
collective/societallearning (<< macro-learning,,) is to be contrasted
with individual/earning (<< micro-learning ,,).
«Much research has been done on individual learning processes; hardly any research is done on organizational or group or societal /earning. This is clearly a new research area ". (5, p. 137),
Given the urgent tone of the report, and the absence of further information, those responsible for international documentation systems are placed in an embarrassing position. They clearly have a
key role in a vital process about which little is known. Furthermore,
from the above comments it would appear that they are likely to be
contributing mainly to maintenance learning because of the manner in which their function is currently conceived and defined.
Given the time lag before the appropriate research is done, what
can be done now to clarify the obstacles to societallearning in order to identify the role of such documentation systems?

3. Limits to societal learning
It is now appropriate to return to the question of whether there are
" no limits to learning ". Some definite limits were identified above
for the individual learner-user ("l.1t is easier to argue that society's
learning capacity is unlimited, especially if it is assumed that the
component individuals each focus on overlapping portions of the
body of knowledge ("),
There is a danger in such optimistic slogans that they divert attention from the nature of the obstacles to societal learning - obstacles which have prevented society from responding with greater
maturity and insight to the crises with which it is now faced, The
Club of Rome report cites the case of increasing worldwide illiteracy as an example of wasted human learning potential. In 1980,
820 million, namely 20 % of the world population, are illiterate following several decades of Unesco literacy programmes. This indicates a very practical limitation on any theoretical possibility of unlimited learning. It is important to explore such limits before launching new learning programmes (34, 35). Understanding the limits
helps to redefine the kind of learning which is vital at this time and
for which the support of international documentation systems is required.

3.1 Quantitative limit: Just as no individual can absorb all information, so it is not feasible for any group to do so even by sharing
the load amongst its members. In fact it is only practical to devote
a limited proportion of time and resources to absorbing or disseminating information. Furthermore much is destroyed after a certain
period (,aa). In an important sense we live in a forgetting society.
Much information quickly becomes irrelevant, especially in rapidly
evolving disciplines aaa ).
« In speculating about the evolution of memory, it is helpful to consider
what would happen if memories failed to fade. Forgetting c/early aids
orientation in time; since old memories weaken and the new tend to be
vivid, clues are provided for inferring duration. Without forgetting, adaptive ability would suffer; for example. learned behaviour that might
have been correct a decade ago may no longer be... Thus, forgetting
seems to serve the survival of the individual and the species ". (17)
Groups, like individuals, can suffer from information overload. There
is no way that some countries or institutions can absorb the amount
of information considered relevant by their better endowed counterparts. This is an aspect of the problem of transfer of know-how.
Such groups are" unlimited .. in their capacity to continue to learn,
but there is a " limit" on the rate at which they can do so.
Another fruitful aspect of this question emerges from comparison
of the rate of increase in knowledge production with the rate of increase in population, Each advance in knowledge increases

r

(.) It may be argued that these tocus on the learner's limited relationship to the body
of knowledge, whereas the learner IS unlimIted (except by death) in his ability to
continue to engage in the learning process. i.e. however, slowly he learns or re
learns, he can always learn something more.
(") Presumably the slogan does not simply refer to the triVial notion Ihat society can
4
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always learn something more.
Multinational enterprise deliberately destroys most records after several years,
tor example.

(.... ) There have been complaints that the original observtlons (facts) on which most
scientific papers are based are destroyed.

awareness of what remains unknown (') but. perhaps more signIficantly, each "unit of knowledge" produced becomes increasingly difficult to disseminate through the learning process. because of the increasing" competition" (for attention time) from
other units to be learnt. Under such conditions each" unit of knowledge .. produced can usefully be seen as increasing the ignorance
of those who are unable to absorb it (for whatever reason). The
production of new knowledge for some is therefore matched by the
reduction of others into greater ignorance. And the amount of ignorance so " produced .. increases much faster than knowledge
production because of the effects of population growth. Each
(" significant .. ) document entering the international system increases the ignorance of those who fail to absorb it. The question
is when the ratio of ignorance to knowledge in society will be such
i'lS to render knowledgeable decision-making unimplementable
tJecause of ignorance on the part of those who are needed to support the decision in a democratic process. And given the prevalence of ignorance (and the impossibility of eliminating it) would it
not be more creative to investigate it in the hope of discovering properties which would enable it to be viewed and used as a resource (.. ). For example. given its inherent" boundedness ". it
could presumably provide insights into the structuring of society
mto " information cells" of many types, linked by a variety of information networks. Then the question becomes how groups and individuals can learn to benefit from their state of ignorance ("').
3.2 Limit to conneetedness : Assuming that the task of societal
learning can be shared amongst the appropriate sectors of society,
the question is whether these" learning units" can be appropriately connected so that such learning is available to guide decisions of the whole.
if It is assumed that learning can be effectively projected into documents then this merely becomes a question of ensuring that the
document systems used by the learning units are interconnected.
This is a problem of physical connection (e.g. through data networks) and of the logical and functional connection among the
documents and their contents. Considerable progress is being
made on this front. But it is fairly evident that this is a long way from
matching the requirement of collective learning - even. and espeCially, in the case of the intergovernmental agencies within the U.N.
family And the failure in the latter case indicates the presence of
a definite limit which should be borne in mind.
If, however. it is assumed that learning cannot be projected into documents (but is only usable or « activated" once it has been effectively " absorbed .. by one or more individuals), then the problem
becomes one of ensuring that such «primed .. individuals (or
groups) are appropriately interconnected. possibly backed up by
documentary information stored in data bases. Here again progress is being made through the rapid emergence of computer conferencing systems (7, 36. 37). Yet despite their success. these
systems merely serve to clarify the presence of a limit in the ability
to establish functional connections between knowledge units (12.
38) and between those so connected (39). In addition such systems are. even more so than the telephone. only available to the
privileged. However much they spread in industrialized countries.
access to them in developing countries will be very limited. If it is
argued that such a degree of on-line interconnectedness is not a
necessity for all, there is a dynamic discontinuity with those who
can only be contacted by post (or unilaterally via the mass media).
This ., disconnection» is perceived as a serious gap by those on
(.) .. Compared to the pond of knowledge, our Ignorance remains atlantic. Indeed the

hOrizon 01 the unknown recedes as we approcha it ". (The Encyclopeadia of Ignorance. New York. 1977. p. IX).
" For exampie, when one acquires a bit of new information, there are many new
questions that are generated by it, and each new piece of information breeds five
or ten new questrons. The que.lions pile up at a much faster rate than does the accumulated information. The more one knows, therefore, the greater his level of ignorance, (Itzhak Bentov. Stalking the Wild Pendulum, New York, 1977, p. 1)
(~.)

each side of it and immediately affects the dynamism of the learning process and of its use.
3.3 Limit to collective comprehension span: Again assuming that
the task of societallearning can be shared amongst the" appropriately connected» sectors of society. the question is whether the
span of collective comprehension of whatever group is empowered
to act on such learning corresponds to the range of elements relevant to the act. As in the case of the individual. there is a limit to
the number of domains of knowledge (however" pre-digested .. )
which a group can handle conceptually as a comprehensible
whole. Most groups have developed, whether consciously or unconsciously. remarkable skills at " sweeping awkward factors under any convenient conceptual carpet .. in order to create the impression that they are in control of a situation. Presumably society
could reach a condition in which more inconvenient items of knowledge are being repressed in this way than are effectively dealt
with. As noted earlier. the Club of Rome report stresses the complete inadequacy of current integrative skills. Why is this? What
are the obstacles to conceptual integration? Only by facing up to
the nature of this limit can information systems be designed which
compensate for the effects of the" repressive instinct ".
One aspect of this design problem is the total dedication of information systems to the presentation to the user-learner of information structured linearly (e.g. agenda items). Comprehension of
complex domains demands non-linear presentation of information
(15) ('). This may include structured images, although the Club of
Rome report strongly advocates the use of images in general:
" No less important as an element of learning, images have been under-emphasized by societies and sciences bent on rational speculations and inferences deriving from operational laws... But we cannot
underestimate the advantages images have for global perception and
instant access... That is, images generate operations at the core of our
intelligence by which we produce a general proposition on the basis of
a limited number of particular ones, Images also generate insight... The
fact that collective images exist - and that perceptions can be shared
- links societal to individual learning. It is the down-playing of images
in maintenance learning that tends to blur these interconnections ». (5.
pp. 41-42) (").
The considerable intellectual and financial investment in the hardware and software of non-image oriented information systems
makes it unlikely that any useful link to image manipulating systems (including map-generating devices (15» can be established. Parallel systems may well be developed which fragment
what should be an integrated approach, (Note how the photographic libraries are totally separated conceptually from the" more
serious .. documentary information systems of international agencies). The situation is aggravated by a related limit (discussed below) governing biases against different forms of information.
Another aspect of the design problem is that it is now recognized
as misguided to elaborate information systems independently from
the groups and institutions that they must serve. The man/machine
interface has become such a critical factor that it is now vital to
consider "groupware" design as a necessary complement to
hardware and software design. Group comprehension of complex
problems may well require that a user group « reconfigure .. to
grasp the pattern of information available (12. 38). Information systems should facilitate this process but as yet no such flexibility is
envisaged. The gravity of the situation is particularly evident in the
difficulty large conferences experience in organizing themselves
as groups marshalling the (documentary) information at their disposal to focus on problem complexes (40).

3.4 Limit to depth of collective comprehension: There are two
conventional responses to the previous limit. At one extreme is the
effort to achieve an .. overview" of a problem situation by sacrificing any focus on detail. At the other extreme is the much favoured

"If all knowledge were within a man, and Ignorance were wholly absent, the man

would be consumed and cease to be. So ignorance is desirable, inasmuch as by
that means he continues to exist... " (Jalaluddi Rumi. Discourses).
('0') " .. and at once it struck me what quality went to form a Man of Achievement, especially in Literature, and which Shakespeare possessed so enormously -I mean negative Capability, that is, when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysterie,
doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and reason n. (John Keats, Letter.
21 December 1817).
.. The aim of fhis article has been to show that our most successtul theories in phySICS are those that explicitly leave room for the unknown, while confining this room
suffiCiently to make the theory empirically disprovable. (Otto Frisch).

(0) Consider the relative value, as a decision 1001, of a list of knowledge are being rep-

ressed in this way than are effectively dealt with. As noted earlier, the Club of Rome
report stresses the complete inadequacy of current integrative skills. Why is this?
What are the obstacles to conceptual integration? Only by facing up to the nature
of this limit can information systems be designed which compensate for the effects
of the .. repressive instinct".
One
(.. ) It is appropriate 10 note that within the United Nations University's Human and Social Development Programme there is a sub-project on alternative· forms of presentation n to conventional text.

tendency to concentrate on some highly specific "practical"
question, ignoring the context, in order to make « concrete progress " and « achieve results ". Information systems have not yet
been designed to stabilize the shift of groupware focus between
these different levels - even though they supposedly correspond
to the hierarchy of subject categories by which documents are organized. As in the case of the individual, it is difficult for a group focusing on a given level to bear in mind more than the next broader
level and the next narrower level. Where there are many relevant
levels, much must remain out of focus. And in the dynamics of practical programmes and policy-making, levels acquire an independence from one another especially since they lend themselves to
the establishment of groupware fiefdoms. These may well give rise
to their own information systems by which that independence is
Justified and reinforced. Needless to say such divisions constitute
a severe limit on innovative learning.
A slightly different emphasis may be given to the term" depth ",
namely that associated with the largely neglected concept of
" maturity" or « wisdom ". It is not at all clear what restricts the
manifestation of collective wisdom. It is however very clear that its
manifestation is very limited. The question is whether information
systems can be designed and used to enhance such manifestation, respecting the limits to comprehension inherent in wisdom of
different depth (12).
3.5 Pre-Iogical limitations: It is a convenient myth that international document systems are designed to serve a rational decisionmaking process. For example Harold Lasswell makes the point:
Why do we put so much emphasis on audio-visual means of portraying
goal, trend. condition, projection, and alternative? Partly because so
many valuable participants in decision-making have dramatizing imaginations.. They are not enamoured of numbers or of analytic abstractions. They are at their best in deliberations that encourage contextuality by a varied repertory of means, and where an immediate sense of
time, space and figure is retained ". (41)
This stress on dramatization is, however, probably only an indication of the « tip of the iceberg ". On the one hand, many use items
from the international documentation system to support pre-Iogical
positions which are completely undermined by other documents
(which are not cited, even if they have been consulted). This is part
of the «drama" of the political arena and is accepted as such.
Many are responsive only to the immediacy of verbal presentations, or to « scientifically-backed" arguments, or to arguments of
a delegation with a strong power-base. Others are affected, or unaffected, by the style of presentation, whether it stresses order/disorder, static/dynamic, continuity/discreteness, spontaneity/process, etc. (11).
On the other hand, and more important, many (at every !evel of education) are totally indifferent to the whole process which the international documentation system is designed to serve. For them,
those documents contain no meaningful information (*). It is they
who are totally unaffected by efforts to " generate a political will to
change" through the" mobilization of public opinion" (51). No
wonder that the UN Secretary General remarks:
" It would probably be unfair to conclude that a sudden callousness had
overcome public opinion in the developed countries. It is more like a
closing of the gates to a pattern of generalizations perceived as outworn by overuse" (52) (*).
Although little is known about this pre-Iogical limit as it affects information, the receptivity to some forms of information only means
that there is a limit to the extent to which an individual or group can
learn from information in other styles and modes. It is not simply a
question of " multi-media presentations" but of the pre-Iogical orientations inherent in any given form of information. The question
is how these orientations complement one another and what this limit implies for information systems designed for communication of
insights between users of every orientation.
3.6 Collective attention span limit: It is a well-know characteristic
of any society that it is unable to focus its collective attention on
any situation for any length of time, Even the most dramatic events
tend to be only" nine-day wonders» before falling into oblivion.
Clearly" nine-days" is more characteristic of attention focused

through the mass media. But" issues" brought to the attention of
international conferences may only remain active for a period of
weeks or months - although" hot" issues, providing ammunition
in a dramatic debate, may even be expended within a period of
hours. Of perhaps greater significance are issues that survive the
government election cycle (e.g. 4 years) and are given a permanent focal point through institutionalization - possibly with the
creation of special documents and a specialized information system. A special difficulty for the international documentation system
in this context (and, subsequently, for users) is the period over
which a category is forced (for a period) to carry the significance
of concepts already abandoned, then later becomes denatured
and tinally " wears out" (**).
'
This process is well-illustrated by Johan Galtung's disillusioned
analysis of "concept careers» within the UN system, meaning
both how concepts undergo a career of stages or phases, a lite-cycle in other words, and how concepts may move from one organization to another. Thus, as to the life-cycle aspect:
- A fresh concept is co-opted Into the system from the outside (almost
never from the inside because the inside is not creative enough for
the reasons mentioned). The concept is broad, unspecified, full of
promises because of its (as yet) virgin character, capable of instilling
some enthusiasm in people who do not suffer too much from a teeling
of deja-vu having been through a number of concept life cycles already, Examples: basic needs, self-reliance, new international economic order, appropriate technology, health for all, community participation, primary health care, inner/outer limits, common heritage
of mankind (***).
- The organization receives the concept and it is built into preambles
of resolutions; drafters and secretaries get dexterity in handling it.
The demand then arises to make it more precise so that it can reappear in the operational part of a resolution. A number of studies are
commissioned, very carefully avoiding too close contact with people
and groups behind the more original formulations as " they do not
need to be convinced ".
- The concept thus moves from birth via adolescence to maturity,
meaning that it has been changed sufficiently to become structure
and culture compatible (it will not threaten states except states
singled out by the majority to be threatened); the idiom will be that
of the saxonic intellectual style, rich in documentation and poor in
theory and insight; very precise but limited in connotations and emotive overtones; " politicafly adequate" meaning that it can be used
to build consensus or dissent depending on what is wanted where
and when.
- From maturity to senescence and death is but a short step: the concept thus emasculated can no longer serve the purpose of renewal
as what was new has largely been taken away and what was old has
been added in its place - except, possibly, the term itself. Even the
word will then, after a period of grace, tend to disappear, those who
believe in it now no longer identify with it; those who did not get tired
of saying" we knew it would not work, it did not stand the test of reality". In this phase outside originators of the concept may be called
in for last ditch efforts of resuscitation, usually in vain. There is no
official funeral ceremony as the concept will linger on ill some resolutions, but there will be a feeling of a void, of bereavement. Consequently, the search will be on, by concept scouts, for new concepts
to kindle frustrated and sluggish consciences. And as a result - a fresh concept is co-opted into the system from the outside, e.g. one
that has already been through its life cycle in another part of the UN
system, For the rest read the story once more.
Nevertheless, each concept leaves some trace behind, more than its
denigrators would like to believe, less than the protagonists might have
hoped for. If this were not the case the cognitive framework for the system would have undergone no change during the 35 years of its existence ". (53)
The special feature of this limit is its dynamic nature. In one sense
it is perhaps to be deplored that collective attention cannot be fo-
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Perhaps the concept of an " information diet" is relevant. Individuals and groups
do not flourish on intonnation of one type only. A " balanced" diet is reqUired. ThiS
could also apply to users of an international documentation (?) system. The usefulness of such analogies is illustrated by one relevant to the assimilation of information which is used in the Club of Rome repart : " Values can be said to be the
enzymes of any innovative learning process

(.) A major group is that for whom the international community IS defined by the stars
of popular musIC and song. And yet, perhaps ironically, it is their preference for
rhythm, meiody and harmony which provides valuable clues to a less" monotnous "
approach to alternative futures for the world. (14).

n.

(•• ) Perhaps it is appropriate to consider the" half-life" of " active" concepts. by analogy with that of radio-active elements.
(0'.) In view of Unesco's favourable response to the Club of Rome report, presumably
" learning .. is now launched upon its career.
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cused long enough to give rise to effective action (40). But in another sense attention shifts once the issue no longer serves the
poorly understood needs for dynamism within the international
community (issues are" consumed" to fuel the dynamics). And, to
the extent that the attention shift takes place in search of innovative renewal, this is to be welcomed - particularly since this brings
alternative and complementary factors into focus. But, given these
extremes, not enough is known to indicate when a shift is premature (in terms of action requirements) and when it is necessary (in
terms of the healthy dynamics of world society). Clearly a complex
world problematique demands both sustained attention to comprehend the dimension of the problem and shifts in attention to respond to complementary needs.
A more subtle constraint associated with attention lies in the assumption that the process of attention can be completely" insulated " from the matter to which the attention is directed. This convenient distinction between observer and observed, traditional to the
clasSification SCiences, is now shown to be questionable even
within that discipline (56,57). Not only is attention time limited but
the process can (and possibly should in a learning situation)
change the observer and what is observed. In this sense learning
does not result in conceptually" grasping .. some fixed" thing ",
but rather in an elusive, evolving conceptual " dance" in which
both partners are modified by the process.
The very lack of limitation limits the social relevance of such learning.
Clearly the international information systems should have a major
role to play in focusing collective attention, maintaining that focus
and shifting without hiatus to alternative issues - recognizing of
course that many alternative issues must be focused upon simultaneously, in the light of the previous limits
and that the different attention spans of users must be appropriately catered for and
somehow" phased" together. In this sense the problem may be
defined as the" management" of humanity's most valuable resource, namely attention-time, especially collective focused attention-time (00).

n,

3.7 Collective memory limit: In an earlier section some clues to
the nature of collective memory were explored. It is clear that there
has been very little study of this. As a device to stimulate further
discussion of the matter, this section will make use of studies of individual memory by assuming that there is some degree of equivalence between individual and societal memory.
In the study of individual memory much has been learnt from its
malfunction. Is there not a striking parallel between the many attempts by the UN Secretary General to communicate to world society the urgency of our present situation and the following fictional
account of an analogous situation with an individual?
" To say that he understood what went on was true. To say that he did
not understand - was true. I would sit and explain, over and over again.
He listened, his eyes fixed on my face, his lips moving as he repeated
to himself what I was saying. He would nod: yes, he had grasped it. But
a few minutes later, when I might be saying something of the same
kind, he was uncomfortable, threatened. Why was I saying that? and
that? his troubled eyes asked of my face: What did I mean? His questions at such moments were as if I had never taught him anything at all.
He was like one drugged or in shock. Yet it seemed that he did absorb
Information for sometimes he would talk as if from a basis of shared
knowledge: it was as if a part of him knew and remembered alii told
him, but other parts had not heard a word. I have never before or since
had so strongly that experience of being with a person and knowing
that all the time there was certainly a part of that person in contact with
you, something real and alive and listening - and yet most of the time
what one said did not reach that silent and invisible being, and what he
said was not often said by the real part of him. It was as if someone
stood there bound and gagged while an inferior impersonator spoke for
him". (Doris Lessing. Re: Colonised Planet 5 - Shikasta, London,
1979, pp. 56-57).
The collective inadequacy of society in the face of information on
the world problematique suggests that such aberrations should be
reviewed carefully.
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Use of the term. focus" suggests the possible value of investigating optical systems as providing useful analogies to describe the problems and possibilities (see
401
,"1 It would be a useful exercise to develop a theory of socielal development and control
In terms of .. attention absorption

».

Collective memory would seem to be exposed to processes leading to its very rapid erosion. Psychiatrist Ronald Laing has given an
account which can be interpreted as dramatizing the problem of institutional and inter-institutional learning (see on next page).
These quotations suggest that understanding the present constraints on societallearning could benefit from a systematic review
of the pathology of individual memory. Some pointers are given on
the following page.
The paragraphs above focus on memory as that which is actively
shared in collective consciousness. This was shown to be an elusive phenomenon. The alternative (as before) is to focus on the international information systems on which such collective consciousness is supposedly based (5). Their most striking feature is
their fragmentation, whether as systems almost cumpletely independent of each other, or individually in their isolation of subject
categories from each other.
As to the first, there are of course many initiatives to interlink suCtl
systems via data networks. But for each such initiative successfully aChieved, many new specialized independent information systems are created. A distinction must also be made between linkages between such systems (presumably resolving the fragmentation problem for the user), and linkages to such systems from a
given user via data networks (which relegate to the user the problem of resolving the fragmentation). In his own review Tottler (6) in
discussing the" intelligent environment .. makes it clear that the
era of the large central computer is largely past. Society is now
faced with the «distribution .. or de-centralization of computing
power to the point that individual offices in an agency could well
develop and maintain local memory which they may share with
other parts of the organization or of the system to which it belongs.
In the face of the widespread spectre of " Big Brother .. manipulation of information systems, it is unlikely that much effort will be
made to facilitate such sharing beyond a certain point. This will severely limit collective learning ability.
As to the second, there are of course many attempts to improve
and standardize the classification of subjects. But the more fundamental problem is that any such classification scheme is imposed
as a relatively rigid logical abstraction on a dynamic subject continuum. The limiting assumption of the observer/observed distinction (56, 57) has already been discussed. But there remains a tremendous functional gap between the logical subject hierarchies
and the network of operational realities.
It is as though society depended upon subject categories organized in memory in a manner analogous to the rigid protocol of 16th
century battle order when the problematique demands a flexible
organization of memory corresponding to the shifting patterns of
modern guerilla warfare and changing alliances (0). It may be that
the incompatible demands of "hierarchical .. and "network"
memory organization cannot be met within present information
systems and that this limitation calls for a paradoxical shift in perspective (59).
Another limiting factor in collective memory is the widespread
practice of restricting or « classifying .. documents as " secret ".
Information is treated in this way when it is assessed as having the
potential to trigger change which the possessor of the information
wishes to control, prevent, or use to his advantage. The possibility
that some military or industrial classified information might lead to
widespread benefits if released need not be discussed here (5, p.
54). Much more serious is restriction of information (" iiable to
cause public panic,,) concerning the world problematique or institutional incapacity when it is only such information that can provoke rapid innovative societallearning and galvanize" the political
will to change ". In such a context, no one can prove that there is
not, for example, solid classified evidence for any number of present and future phenomena which would put the world problem atique in a totally different light. It is merely a frail assumption that
(-) Environmental information provides an admirable example. Plant and animal species

are interrelated in food webs (networks). There is conSiderable contrOVElrsy about
the" logic" of the systematic (hierarchical) grouping Into species although these
are used as categories in information systems. Pollutants travel through food webs
to points which society chooses to perceive as " problems" and only as problems
may the species be included in the systems. But the information systems are organized in terms of the" logical" categories of pollutants and species (If both are in the
same system) without any attempt fo record the food webs via which the categories
are linked in ecosystems and through which a continuing pattern of problems will
emerge. (Poinl made by the author at the UNEP 2nd Infoterra Network Management
Meeting, Moscow, 1979).

open information systems supply documents of more than trivial
significance (For a discussion of related questions, see Sissela
Bok Secrets; on the ethics of concealment and revelation. New
York, Pantheon, 1982). In the case of an individual, this problem of
hidden pockets of information " charged with significance .. is of
course well-known to psychoanalysts.
Perhaps, however, the ultimate limit to societallearning lies in the
consequences of unrestricted societal over-committment to learnIng. As enthusiastically described by Unesco (33) and the Club of
Rome (5), learning is not limited by its relationship to other social
pressures. The Club of Rome does not correct this irresponsible interpretation of the sihnificance of " No Limits to Learning .. when
the French version of its report appears under the title" On ne finit
pas d'appprendre .. (Pergamon, 1980) - a nuance which was apparently carefully discussed. As an extreme example, this leads via
the" eternal student .. to a society dedicated to the consumption
of information and totally unable to focus that learning for action
(on the world problematique, for example). This raises the question
as to what extent information systems do, or should, empower users to act.

4. Future approaches to collective memory
4.1

Patterns of subjects: It is ironic, in the light of the word-list
orientation of the previous section that investigations of individual
memory in the 1950s and 1960s focused almost exclusively on the
recall of word lists. " At present, we have reached the point where
lists of sentences are being substituted for word lists in studies of
recall and recognition. Hopefully this will not be the end-point of
this development, and we shall soon see psychologists handle effectively the problems posed by the analysis of connected texts ".
(60, p. 2). But the same author continues:
.. Most of the experimental research on memory has never really dealt
with problems of the acquisition and retention of knowledge, but with
episodic memory (storage of experiences) which is not at all the prob-
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lem of interest in education. Simply replacing the words with sentences
In our experiment will make the research no more relevant to education
than it was before... In contrast to short-term memory, there are only
a few reasonably formal and specific models of organization and longterm memory processes... The experimental study of memory for
prose, comprehension, inferential processes, and semantic memory is
just beginning. Thus, memory theorists have shown an unfortunate
tendency to rely solely on list-learning data, to neglect other problems,
and finally to construct not models of memory but models of memory
for word lists ". (60, pp. 4, 74 and 79).
Is this not the problem with current storage and retrieval systems?
What are needed for learning are patterns of subject information,
not lists.
" It is one of the most salient facts about memory that organized material is easier to remember than unorganized material, and that subjects actively strive to detect how to-be-Iearned material is organiZed,
and impose their own subjective organization if no other can be found. ..
Storage organization, and retrieval processes in memory all involve the
operation of pattern completion ". (60, pp. 74 and 83).
Furthermore, new learning presupposes the availability of such
patterns in memory to which the new information can be connected. Learning does not consist in the passive recording of new information (60, p. 4). Moreover, these patterns may be made up of
generative rules rather than simple concepts.
" When one talks about the structure of memory, one tends to think
about it as something given, something fixed, erected inSIde the brain
in all its complexity, like a Gothic cathedral sitting in a town square. Alternatively, one may think of structure not as something existing physically but as a potential to be generated upon demand on the basis of
implicit information and according to certain rules ". (60, p. 23)

4.2 Modeling the international documentation system: Despite
its greater visibility, it may well be asked whether there exists any
adequate model of the international documentation system with all
its various subsystems. If not, why not? Surely this is a valuable

The description below seems to provide a perfect, if tragic, summary of the condition of
world society - particularly in terms of the condition of collective memory. It is in fact
Ronald Laing's description of a patient suffering from chronic schizophrenia. Readers can
replace « Julie " in the text by « world society", « public opinion" or" international community" bearing in mind their relationship to collective memory.

" Even when one felt that what was being said was an expression
of someone, the fragment of a self behind the words or actions was
not Julie. There might be someone addressing us, but in listening
to a schizophremic, it is very difficult to know" who" is talking, and
it is just as difficult to know" whom .. one is addressing... One may
begin to recognize patches of speech, or fragments of behaviour
cropping up at different times, which seem to belong together by
reason of similarities of the intonation, the vocabulary. syntax, the
preoccupations in the utterance or to cohere as behaviour by reason of certain sterotyped gestures or mannerisms. It seemed therefore that one was in the presence of various fragments, or incomplete elements, of different .. personalities" in operation at the one
time...
With Julie it was not difficult to carry on a verbal exchange of a kind,
but without her seeming to have any overall unity but rather a constellation of quasi-autonomous partial systems, it was difficult to
speak to " her ". However... even this state of near chaotic nonentity was by no means irreversible and fixed in its disintegration. She
would sometimes marvellously comme together again and display
a most pathetic realization of her plight. But she was terrified of
these moments of integration, for various reasons. Among others,
because she had to sustain in them intense anxiety; and because
the process of disintegration appeared to be remembered and
dreaded as an experience so awful that there was refuge for her
in her unintegration. unrealness, and deadness. Julie's being as a
chronic schizophrenic was thus characterized by lack of unity and
by division into what might variously be called partial « assemblies ", complexes, partial systems, or" internal objects ". Each of
these partial systems had recognizable features and distinctive
ways of its own. By fol/owing through these postulates, many features of her behaviour become explicable.
The fact that her self-being was not assembled in an allover manner, but was split into various partial assemblies or systems, allows
us to understand that various functions which presuppose the

achievement of personal unity or at least a high degree of personal
unity could not be present in her, as indeed they were not.
Personal unity is a prerequisite of reflective awareness, that is, the
ability to be aware of one's self acting relatively unself-consciousIy, or with a simple primary non-reflective awareness. In Julie, each
partial system could be aware of objects, but a system might not
be aware of the processes going on in another system which was
split off from it. For example, if in talking to me, one system was
" speaking ", there seemed to be no overall unity within her whereby " she" as a unified person could be aware of what this system
was saying or doing.
In so far as reflective awareness was absent, « memory ". for which
reflective awareness would seem to be prerequisite, was very
patchy... The absence of a total experience of her being as a whole
meant that she lacked the unified experience on which to base a
clear idea of the" boundary .. of her being. Such an overall" boundary" was not however, entirely lacking... Rather, each system
seemed to have a boundary of its own. That is to say, to the awareness that characterized one system, another system was liable to
appear outside itself... It was only «from the outside" that one
could see that different conflicting systems of her being were active
at the same time. Each partial system seemed to have within it its
own focus of centre of awareneess: it had its own very limited
memory schemata and limited ways of structuring percepts; its own
quasi-autonomous drives or component drives; its own tendency to
preserve its autonomy, and special dangers which threatened its
autonomy. She would refer to these diverse aspects as " he ", or
.. she ", or address them as " you". That is, instead of having a reflective awareness of those aspects of herself, "she" would perceive the operation of a partial system as though it was not" her ",
but belonged outside. She would be hallucinated ".
(R.D. Laing. The Divided Self; a study of sanity and madness.
London, Tavistock, 1960, p. 214-7).

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY AMNESIA Pointers to the pathology of collective memory (81)
As a first step towards clarifying the range of defects to which
collective memory may be vulnerable, it is appropriate to consider those of individual memory. In each case below these are
described in such a way as to point to the nature of the possible
equivalent in the case of collective memory. The order is not
significant.
(a) Transient global amnesia:
This consists of an abrupt loss of memory, lasting from a few
seconds to several hours, without any loss of consciousness.
No information is stored for that period and thus there is complete loss of memory. Such attacks may be recurrent and are
thought to result from temporary reductions in blood supply to
specific areas of the brain (possibly presaging a stroke). Actions may continue to be performed automatically during the attack (traumatic automatism).
Analogous phenomena may occur in the case of collective
memory
(b) Traumatic amnesia:
Following recovery of consciousness after cerebral trauma
caused by a head injury a person is typically dazed, confused,
and imperfectly aware of his whereabouts and circumstances.
During this state it is not possible to store new memories. On
recovery the person may be unable to recall this period (posttraumatic amnesia) and may exhibit memory failure concerning
brief or long periods into the past (retrograde amnesia). Subsequently memories may gradually return and be interrelated in
an appropriate time sequence.
Analogous phenomena may occur in the case of collective
memory as a result of natural disaster or major social upheaval
(war, revolution, etc), or as a result of damage to some particular repository of collective memory.
(c) Retrograde amnesia:
This consists of loss of memory for events that occurred at a
time when brain function was unimpaired It is therefore generally due to failure of retrieval although this is usually very selective - .. islands» of memory in a .. sea» of amnesia often
emerge.
An analogous phenomenon may be encountered in collective
memory. For example particular incidents may be recalled, and
reflected in various repositories, although there is loss of memory concerning the processes which connected them together
and with the present.
(d) Hysterical amnesia:
One form of this involves failure to recall particular past events,
possible in a particular period. In another form there is failure
to register current events and subsequently to recollect them.
In both cases the memories may influence behaviour although
they resist efforts at recollection. Such memories are usually
painfull and are repressed as a psychological defence. (It is
characteristic that they may be recovered under hypnosis).
Analogous phenomena may occur in the case of collective
memory. In bureaucratic environments they are associated
with the process of « burying» some unpleasant file of information, if only by severely restricting its distribution. Or alternatively it will be carefully arranged that no file is created in the
first place. The media and politicians often act on the assumption that the public will « forget» some unpleasant item of information.
(e) Alternating amnesia:
In this condition two separate states of consciousness alternate with one another, during each of which there is no memory
for events that occurred during the other. Each state is a complex set of memories, attitudes and behaviours with distinctive
characteristics, and is sequentially and disjointedly manifested. (This is a form of hysterical amnesia).
Analogous phenomena may occur with collective memory, segments of which may be activated and expressed sequentially
but without reference to each other. One possible indication of
this is when a body of individuals convene in one mode and
subsequently reconvene in another mode (<< wearing different
hats ») in which it is .. inappropriate» to make any reference to
the previous occasion.

_

(I) Hypnotic amnesia:
Amnesia may be induced by the use of suggestion usually under hypnosis (in a trance state). Memory of the trance state is
vague and fragmentary, especially if the suggestion is that it
should be forgotten.
Analogous phenomena may be found with collective memory.
Public opinion may be "hypnotized" by suitable processes
(perhaps fascist propaganda is an extreme example) and these
may well cause awareness of the " hypnotized state" to be
collectively repressed.

(g) Aphasias:
These impairments of the formal language code in verbal communication are due to circumscribed cerebral lesions. They
may be grouped as follows:
(1) Disorders of spoken language.
(2) Disorders of written language, including the reproduction of
graphemes.
(3) Disorders of reading include general disintegration of the
sense of word structure.
In the case of collective memory, there may be analogous disturbances in decoding and encoding between the various
modes. In the operations of the international community there
are many instances of systematic weaknesses in spoken communication, and inability to " read" available texts with any efficacy. There is often a hiatus between the two modes.
(h) Paramnesia and confabulation:
These are errors and illusions in memory and their reproduction. They may consist of : treatment of fantasies as genuine
events, belief that events similar to a unique event have previously occurred (reduplication of memory), or belief that an
event identical to a previous event has previously occurred
(deja vu). Whilst all remembering depends heavily on reconstruction rather than on mere reproduction alone, confabulation is a highly error prone form of production of spurious memories and fabrications.
Analogous phenomena may be found with collective memory
particulary in some of the abuses of speech-makers and the
media whereby facts are" invented" which appear to fit the
context of a presentation. These processes may also be associated with the important phenomena of rumour in establishing
public opinion.
(i) Korsakoff's syndrome:
This is a complex syndrome defined by four possible conditions:
- gross defect in recent memory (associated with retrograde
amnesia) although memory for remote events and didactically learned facts remains intact
- a spatial or temporal disorientation
- some degree of confabulation
- false recognition.
It occurs in a wide variety of toxic and infectious brain illnesses
as well as in association with some nutritional disorders.
The syndrome may be so severe as to produce" moment-tomoment" consciousness, with information only being retained
for a few seconds and providing no continuity between one experience and the next. Learning may thus be severely limited or
impossible. The condition can be transitory or chronic.
Analogous phenomena may occur in the case of collective
memory in social conditions of extreme deprivation or disorganization.
(j) Memory defects of special origin:
Memory disorders usually result following brain surgery, encephalitis (brain inflammation) or electroconvulsive therapy.
Those of the first case may well resemble those of the second
which themselves resemble those of Korsakoff's syndrome.
However the individual in both cases recognizes the memory
difficulty. Frequent electroconvulsion sometime leads to exaggerated forgetfulness for day-to-day events.
Analogous phenomena may occur in the case of collective
memory as a result of physical destruction of portions of an information system, uncontrolled hyperdevelopment of such a
system, or the subjection of such a system to frequent overload
beyond the breakdown threshold.

47.
Nay to investigate user-learner problems. It should be much easier
to simulate than individual memory (as is done in artificial intelli=lence investigations). As a useful guide Nico Frijda has listed the
structural properties which must eventually be incorporated in a
model of memory. Such a model must (minimally) encompass the
coding of single items (cognitive units), classes, relations (inferences, functions), higher order systems. In addition, any adequate
model must deal with methods for transferring data, assimilating
new information into the data base and deriving implications which
,nfluence future action. But, as Frijda concludes:
, It is one thing to give a formal representation of this complexity, and
luite another to envisage learning processes that construct the neces,ary categories as well as the specific structures. It seems to us that
'he study of learning processes which can account for knowledge ac;uisition, has hardly begun ". (61, p. 159)
rhe current literature on individual memory postulates a rich array
·)f storage systems; temporary way stations along the route taken
:Jy information in the process of assimilation. Memory overlaps with
iJerceptual and decision processes not as a unitary system but as
a synthesis of diverse cognitive activity. The explanatory progression has been away from registration of experience etched upon a
suitably receptive surface towards a selective process in which inlormation is encoded, stored and retrieved following the operation
of processing strategies which may vary with both task and material requirements. (62, p. XIII).
" The end product can be described by a directed graph whose organIZ ation reflects the organization of the information in the user. What we
would like to do is find expertimental procedures which will readily reveal at least the major part of these structures ". (63, p. 91)
The author then indicates the classification problem which is highly
relevant to use of international documentation systems with rigid
classifications:
., Another problem is that the internal scheme of organization is likely
to be different for different groups of people. Thus, in a hospital, nurses
will be likely to classify patients with tonsiJitis and appendicitis together
in contrast to throat cancer and prostate operations since the former
need little nursing and the laNer pair more intensive nursing. For medIcal staff, on the other hand, it would be more natural to classify the tonsilectomy and the throat cancer patients together and the prostate and
appendix patients together on the basis of the parts of the body concerned ". (63, p. 91)
4.3 Associative networks: More generally this suggests a major
lack in user sensitivity of international documentation systems usIng logical category schemes. Some work on individual memory is
flOW focusing on associative or relevance networks (64, p. 108).
Relevance simply tells us " what goes with what". This aspect of belongingness is to be found both in the world itself, in the sense of causal,
spatial and temporal connections and structure, and also in the representation of the world in our minds. commonly referred to as our" knowledge of the world ". The author maintains the view that one very important aspect of this knowledge of the world is simply knowing these
" what goes with what" connections. This kind of knowledge is clearly
not all that we need. In addition to knowing that chair goes with table,
we also need to know a great deal of information about the relational
(Jogical) nature of the connection. Considering, however. the extremely
hrge amount of relational information that we all carry around with us
in our memory. efficient retrieval of parts of this information demands
that we should have the means for quick, global evaluation of what alternative possibilities need to be considered in a situation... My interpretation of word associations is that they are direct indicators of degrees of relevance between the concepts for which the words are labels through their word senses ". (64, p. 108).
Such associative networks, crossing conventional categories,
could highlight and facilitate possibilities for the integrative approaches recommended by the Club of Rome report.
Word association norms, and particularly the associative Thesaurus
network, are thus fairly direct mappings of this aspect of structure of
the organization in our minds. Not only do they tell us what the elements are which we need to think about in contiguity with each other,
but they also indicate the degree of cohesion existing between them.
The detailed study of this kind of organization is what the Associative
Thesaurus makes possible for the first time on a large scale". (64, p.
108-109).
Such networks as data bases also permit a whole new range of analyses of value to the user. This was a determining factor. for ex0<

ample, in the organization of the experimental Yearbook of World
Problems and Human Potential (2). now being revised.
Although the production of relevance maps would be a major aid
to international document users (15), the challenging requirements for comprehension and innovative learning already make
such an advance inadequate. The problem is that such maps are
too complex and disorganized to facilitate contextual memorability
and comprehension, as opposed to detailed consultation (0). As
noted before, this is the price of moving away from a conventional
hierarchical scheme of categories, whatever its disadvantages.

4.4 Packing complex patterns of information: The problem is how
to « pack" complex patterns of information in order to facilitate representation, communication and comprehension whilst retaining
contextual memorability (10). Certain encoding schemes - the
use of imagery, the method of loci, and the menmonic pegword system are only the most familiar examples - have long been employed by mnemonists to assure the memorability of events (65).
But it is not the curious abilities of memory prodigies that are of interest, rather it is the severe memory challenge to users posed by the
world problematique. The optimistic proponents of total" fingertip" access are quick to relegate all memory problems to any computerized information system. This could ultimately imply a user
defined as a « memory-less decider" between computer supplied
options, namely a human" switching device" without any sense of
context. This is totally inadequate for innovative learning.
As argued elsewhere (10,13), new approaches are required. It is
interesting that these make use of structured images, linking to the
strong case made for images by the Club of Rome report (5, pp. 3742) for different reasons.
" Recent studies of imagery have firmly established the fact that imagery variables are highly effective in a variety of memory tasks. Indeed.
they are the most potent mn.emonic variables ever discovered... The information in images appears to be structured and integrated in a figural, spatial, or synchronous manner so that the components of the image are simultaneously available for retrieval... The verbal system,
however, organizes information sequentially, that is, it concatenates
discrete linguistic units into higher-order sequential structures... But
none of the available information satisfactorily explains why imagemediated memories oHen seem to be more resistant to forgetting than
"pure" verbal memories... " (66, pp. 57. 77, 81).
How then can information systems augment their value to users by
using « structured imagery" ? The difficulty is that the provision of
imagery is seen as the intellectually disreputable task of the public
information divisions of international agencies. As such the images
have an extremely distorted «glossy" relationship to « soberly
ordered" documents. This gap should be bridged if documented
issues are to become memorable and if public information imagery
is to have more than a superficial impact. Hence the use of the term
« structured images" which should combine visual appeal with usable information content intimately related to information system
concept schemes. Much remains to be investigated in this area
(10, 13).
It would however be a mistake to be content with structured images in general. It could be that the really significant breakthroughs in the world problematique will only be possible with the
development of focused structured images of it (40). Images are
too easily lost in the" blip culture" mentioned by Toffler (6). The
question is whether new kinds of more powerful image can be developed which can focus and guide user access strategies. Such
developments lie at the frontier with the elaboration of a new symbolism. It is symbols which as « meta-patterns " provide the most
powerful level of integration in relation to the user and thus empower
users to act (10). The question is how to find ways of linking the elaboration of operationally significant symbols with the pattern of a
user's access strategies to relevant concepts in an information
system (67).

0<

4.5 Shared symbols: Ideally what is required - to counteract the
fragmentation of collective memory - are shared symbols rather
than simply user-specific symbols. The challenge in user terms is
to elaborate some symbol which could be the information system
analogue to the earth-globe - with equivalent significance for the
world community. Such a symbol would orient users in terms of the
" functional roundness" of the world problematique rather than the
(') Again the use of subway maps provides a good example. They can be used but are
difficult to memorize as a whole.
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present" flat earth» classification of societal functions as subject
categories. Whether or not such shared general symbols can be
developed to interrelate detailed access maps, users should be
able to work in terms of alternative user-specific symbols, constrained by their particular horizon and interrelated by the controlled manner in which they can be generated for users from a data
base (0)
It is the web of such alternative symbols, tensed by apparent incompatibilities into the form of an unbounded spherical tensegrity
network, which could contain the expanding societal " emptiness»
of ever-increasing ignorance (10, 59, 69, 70).
The notion of incompatibilities in a tension relationship is in accordance with points in the Club of Rome report. Thus" it is the tension created by the pressure to select from among multiple values
that catalyzes innovative learning» (5, p. 40). But" society... is inherently conflictual and hence global issues are not" resolvable"
in some final sense but need to be seen as conflictual " (5. p. 129).
Global issues cannot be resolved by innovative social learning but
perhaps they can be contained by some new kind of comprehension
structure (13).

5. Implications
A major effort is required to facilitate the cross-category interrelationship of subject areas and to provide users with some tools to
augment their ability to tolerate the complexity with which they
have to deal.
5.1 Mapping techniques: Librarians have been tricked by the
success with which computers have been used to process lists of
subjects, bibliographic entries, and lines of text. This provides
them with good control of " librarian problems» but does nothing
for the user faced with indigestible acquisition lists or on-line keyword search facilities. Innovative learning necessitates new user
tools. " Maps» of interconnected topics around a user's focal topic
would be of inestimable value in providing him with a sense of context to guide his searches and to signal related topics of concern (15). It should be possible to generate such maps from relatively simple data bases. The hardware exists, as does the software, but none of those concerned have articulated the need sufficiently in order to assemble these elements with the necessary
funding. (70).
A major value of such maps would be as a single-sheet background document for agency meetings to provide the context to
each agenda item (and, as a result of criticism, to ensire continual
updating of the map for that topic) (•• ). They would be of obvious
value as educational aids.
5.2 Interdisciplinarity: As (1eorges Gusdorf notes in a brilliant
essay (74a), " interdisciplinarity" has become a disguise for the
mere juxtaposition of disciplines without any significant interaction (0.'). It has failed to emerge in any significant non-token form
in a society in desperate need of it. The Club of Rome report notes
that despite the amount of information published annually it is " incomplete and deficient because it is essentially of an intradisciplinary nature with very little emphasis on inter-disciplinary materials" (5, p. 109). University" interdisciplinarity " is a mockery torn
by interfaculty politics and eroded by cynicism. It has become a
joke. The situation is, if anything, even worse in international agencies. Thus it is in the greater detachment of libraries and information systems that hopes must be placed. There. however, even
the term is an embarrassment so that books with that dimension
are" crammed" into any category including" general" to avoid
{') Tne reality of user access problems to such materials, and an indication of the vulnerability of collective memory, is illustrated by an effort in 1975 to consult the
General Systems Yearbook (published annually in Washington DC since 1956) at
the Library of Congress. Two volumes were available on first request. A protest led
to a visllto the slacks where it was clear that several volumes had been misfiled
In neighboring racks. The majority had been lost or stolen. (Unesco did not possess the s€:H1es).
1"1 Ultimately the pressure for (and constraints of) collective comprehension may
lead to efforts 10 map such symbols back onto the integrated phenomena of the.
natural environment from which they have been « extracted. - and with which
they remain dramatically associated in many cultures whose participation in the
societal learning process would be valuable (68).

("" i The data base for the Yearbook of World Problems and Human Potential was created With thIS poSSibility in mind. Generation of such maps is planned in connection
With the 1985 edition (2).
I.. ··) It is In thiS sense that Rozsa's (73) positive assessment of the interdisciplinarity
of international documentation must be interpreted. Such documents must often
be judged as much by the disciplines they exclude as those they include.

opening up an inter-category notion (••••). There has, for example.
never been any study of the problems of classifying interdisciplinary materials, because librarians have not allowed such problems
to exist. Users are therefore totally handicapped in gaining the
faintest understanding of the many integrative possibilities (see
ref. 2, Section K). This leads to general reinforcement of the inadequacies of the interdisciplinary approach. A study of this whole
matter should be made and the status of material in this area
should be reviewed in relation to the" general .. category in terms
of societallearning needs and the challenge of the world problematique.
5.3 Imagery: The Club of Rome report places great stress on imagery: " Images with their integrative power and instant recall,
have been underestimated as components of learning» (5, p. 41).
Both international agencies and their information systems are
committed in many ways to text processing. Only the" public information» programmes use images and these are not considered
to be documents of substantive value. A study is required to look
into ways to bridge this gap. Users could benefit from images to
help them to grasp the nature of the world problematique.lt is, however, important to avoid superficiai approaches to imagery which
constitute a trap justifying any preferences for text. What is needed
is a way to select a pattern of images and comprehension of a facilitate matching pattern of interconnected problems (possibly represented on a map, as suggested above). It is the possibilities of
cross-linking between the patterns that requires study.
5.4 Analogy. metaphor, and parable: The increasing problem of
understanding and communicating the nature of the complex conditions in which we are embedded has been frequently stated. This
problem is more acute when there is a requirement for rapid and innovative societallearning. Conventional logical explanations have
long ceased to suffice. Mathematicians (Thom. catastrophe theory), biologists, religious leaders, and politicians have long been
forced to communicate by the use of analogy, metaphor, and parable. This is often true in intergovernmental plenary speeches but
rarely in the background documents which are considered to be so
indigestible. These forms use verbal imagery to elucidate unfamiliar points and render them memorable. As with imagery (above),
there is clearly a need to bridge the chasm separating this meaningful mode with the often meaningless textual mode of documentation. These forms can also be powerful human-centred integrative tools which work even in the most isolated communities. There
are few other forms with these qualities. In addition, as noted by the
Club of Rome report. they are a stimulus to intuitive thinking (5, p.
126). The question is whether greater benefits could not be derived
from these forms if they could be rendered more accessible (and
more" apt .. ) and linked, as an aid to users, to the" problem complexes " about which conventional documents are produced. Oocumentalists could usefully take the first step by recognizing the\urgent need for the construction of such a (right-brain/left-brain)
bridge.
5.5 Structured images and symbols: The important distinction
between" imagery .. (above) and structured images has already
been discussed. Structured images are in effect a marriage between imagery and mapping, combining some of the strengths of
both. They may also overlap with a range of powerful symbols of integration (10). Both can be powerful tools in communicating and
rendering credible the nature of action.
Great efforts are made to develop suitable" symbols .. for international programmes. Symbols of this type are often little more than
images with little power. The question is whether structured images orienting user access to complex subject domains can be
linked to (or blended into) existing powerful symbols capable of
galvanizing a " political will to change ". Note the probability of failure of action if the two are not successfully related. Exploration of
these possibilities offers a route whereby the currently static concept patterns of information systems can be " activated .. into a dynamic catalyst for change.
5.6 Psycho-cultural variants: It is too conveniently assumed that
information organization should correspond to approaches elaborated in the developed countries. As recent studies are demonstrating (24), there are other equally meaningful approaches to the
organization of concepts which are characteristic of non-indo-european cultures (and by " inaccessible .. potential users in indoeuropean cultures). And even in western countries there is increa-

sing criticism of Boolean approaches to data searches. New logics
and forms of presentation are called for (56, 57). Any user study
must take into account these possibilities, if international documentation is to be rendered acceptable to those who have not
been coopted into developed country traditions.
Also relevant is the argument of the Club of Rome report: " In large
part, it is. the inadequacy of learning capacities which accounts for
the low level of understanding not only of ideas and knowledge originating outside a particular culture but also of the values intrinsic
to and embodied in technologies that are too often" transferred"
inappropriately" (5, p. 89).

5.7

Telecommunications
As noted in the introduction, the features of the information/communication society of the future are emerging. Telecommunications are a vital component. They are basic to the exciting future
possibilities of data networks in relation to societal learning. As
has been said before such networks are the planetary" nervous
system ". The Club of Rome report states, however: " The neglect
and abuse of telecommunications is another illustration of how innovative learning is impeded. It is because of the existence of a
global communications network... that their neglect is so discouraging ". (5, p. 55).
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Functional classification
A review of possibilities (*)

INTRODUCTION
The Yearbook of International Organizations (Volume I) now
describes or lists nearly 20,000 bodies which can in some way
be considered international organizations. Whether governmental
of nongovernmental, their activities interweave in a myriad ways
in the processes of the international community. Although a 500
page multi-lingual index has been provided to those organizations in the Yearbook (Volume I), including keywords in their
names, this nevertheless fails to privide an ordered, comprehensible overview of how such activities interrelate. In the absence of
any such ordering, tendencies to fragmentation are reinforced
and subtler approaches to integration are hindered.
This paper clarifies this challenge and describes the factors
entering into the design of the process from which the activity
c.lassification in this volume emerged as a first product. It is
important to note, as is explained below, that it is unnecessary to
read or agree with the contents of this paper in order to derive
practical benefit from the classification in its present form. The
concern of this paper is to point out other ways of making use of
the classification and the possibilities for its further development.

1. Review of classification of organizations in the
Yearbook of International Organizations.
When the predecessor of the Yearbook of International Organizations was first produced in 1910, the organizations were classified in it according to the Universal Decimal Classification
(UDC) system. This was to be excepted given that the person
co-responsible for both the UDC and for the organization publishing the Annuaire de la Vie Internationale (as it was first known)
was Paul Otlet, often referred to as the "father of international
documentation". In 1910, on the occasion of the 1st World
Congress of International Associations, he produced a " Tableau
de l'Organisation Internationale" grouping organizations (and
conferences) by subject area. An improved version of this was
produced in 1924 by him, on the occasion of the 4th Conference
of International Associations, covering some 400 international
bodies with comments on their activities (2). The practice of
using the UDC for classifying international organizations in its
archives was in fact continued up until 1960 by the Union of
International Associations.
The use of the UDC proved however to be too cumbersome for
the organization of the Yearbook of International Organizations
after its resuscitation in 1949. Between 1951 and 1.965 (10th
edition), organizations were grouped into some 20 subject chapters and allocated a simple filing number for indexing purposes.
The number changed from edition to edition as a result of additions. Intergovernmental bodies were grouped in a separate
non-subject chapter. This system proved progressively less
satisfactory due to the emergence of organizations which could
be usefully allocated to more than one subject chapter.
In the 11 th and 12th editions the organizations were ordered
alphabetically in an encyclopaedia format. A systematic permanent numbering system was maintained in parallel as a development of the earlier subject division. The approach created filing
problems so that, in anticipation of the conversion to computer
(.) This paper was first presented in an outline form to the 5th Network
Meeting of the Goals. Processes and Indicators of Development
project of the United Nations University, Montreal, 1980 (1). It was
later presented in an amplified form to a sub-group of that project,
Athens, 1982 (24).

processing, organizations were given a permanent filing number
from the 13th edition (1970-71). The subject-based numbering
was abandoned from the 14th edition. The original subject
« chapter" division was however maintained, with some additions, until 1980, in order to ensure statistical continuity. But from
the 15th edition (1974) such statistics proved increasingly
suspect due to the problem of overlap between categories and
despite the introduction of " secondary" classifications. It was
recognized that a totally different approach would have to be
used.

2. Review of other approaches to international
organization classification.
The Union of International Associations is obviously not the only
body faced with the problem of classifying international organization activities. In searching for better approaches it is therefore
important to take into account other initiatives, even if their focus
is not solely concerned with international organizations.
Of greatest potential value is the Macrothesaurus; a basic list of
economic and social development terms (3). This was published
in 1972 by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in collaboration with other bodies, including the
FAO and the ILO. Unfortunately its value is limited by the range of
subjects indicated by its sub-title. It is however adapted to computer processing and ex(sts in a multi-lingual version. It uses a
6-digit subject code.
Also of great potential value is the initiative of the International
Federation for Documentation (FID), under contract to UNESCO,
to design a Broad System of Ordering (4). This is known as BSO
and reflects FID's experience as the agency responsible for the
UDC. The BSO was intended as the- basis for interconnecting
information systems within the framework of the Intergovern-'
mental Programme for Co-operation in the Field of Scientific and
Technological Information (UNISIST). The most recent draft was
published in 1978. It has met with severe criticism and is not
particularly well-designed for computer processing. In addition,
as might be expected from the priorities of UNISIST, the range of
subjects does not respond to the detail or variety encountered in
the Yearbook of International Organizations.
Simpler in many respects, and therefore of greater practical
value, is the inter-organizational exercise within the United
Nations system carried out by the Inter-Organization Board for
Information Systems (lOB) with the approval of the Administrative
Committee on Coordination (ACC). This resulted in the production of a list of Broad Terms for United Nations Programmes and
Activities in 1979 (5). The 2,500 terms are grouped in 16 activity
divisions defined at this stage by a 3-digit code permitting further
development. The difficulty here is that the system does not
appear to have been further developed and does not yet respond
to the variety encountered in the Yearbook, especially as reflected in the concerns of nongovernmental organizations.
Also of great interest as a practical approach is the technique
used by the publishers of commercial subject directories for
multi-lingual users. An example is the « yellow page" directory
produced for Belgian telephone subscribers. SUbjects are given a
4-digit numeric code which does not however have any c1assificatory significance except to provide a numeric sequence. Separate indexes in English, Flemish, French and German enable
users to locate each subject.
It is significant that none of the above initiatives is especially
concerned with the pattern of relationships between activities or
subjects. The allocation of numbers to activities is basically arbitrary. The project of Ingetraut Dahlberg, Editor of the journal International Classification, resulting in the production in 1981 of an
Information Coding Classification (ICC) system (6), therefore

S1 •
merits special attention in a following section. One of its advantages is the use of a 4-digit code. But one difficulty in relation to
this project is that the schedule of terms has so far only been
published for 3-digits, raising problems in handling other topics
with which international bodies are concerned.

which, however, is of a spiralling rather than of a linear nature"
(8, p. 7)
- it is ordered vertically in terms of 9 ontical levels associated
with a progressive complexication of perceived reality:
1. Pure forms and structures (magnitudes, proportions)
2. Pure matter and energy (atoms, forces, etc.)
3. Aggregated matter in motion (cosmic bodies)
4. Animated, non-intelligent beings (microorganisms, plants,
animals)
5. Animated, intelligent beings (individual human beings)
6. Aggregated, intelligent beings (human societies)
7. Material products (goods and services)
8. Intellectual products (documents, information)
9. Spiritual products (language, works of art and other metaphysical works) (8, p. 35).
These are distinguished by the first digit of the ICC code
- it is ordered horizontally from the non-fundamental disciplines
at each level (on the left) to those concerned with application
of that knowledge (on the right). These are distinguished by the
second digit of the ICC code
- within any area of the resulting matrix, a structured sequence
for the system positions was applied for the repeatable arrangement of the elements of each group. These are defined as
follows:

3. Possibilities of an alternative approach.
Serious attempts were made to use several of the above
schemes in the period 1979-81, either singly of in combination.
For a variety of reasons they proved impractical. The decision
was thereore made to design a new scheme adapted to the
problem of handling international organizations and their activities.
Once this decision was taken it created the opportunity of
responding to many of the less apparent constraints encountered
when attempting to use the above schemes. These have been
discussed in a separate paper on anti-developmental biases in
thesaurus design (7), on the occasion of a conference initiated
by the Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis
(COCTA).

4. Preliminary design considerations.
The point of departure was the system, mentioned above, developed by Ingetraut Dahlberg, following proposals first made by her
in 1971. The general outline of her ICC scheme may be seen from
Figure 1.
The following features of the scheme are of special interest:
- it is based on a concern for "man's ability to perceive the
world, and to construct a system of knowledge units to facilitate his understanding of the world and communication about its
nature" (8, p.6)
- it recognizes that the" structuring of man's knowledge about
the world may be seen as being related to the ontical levels of
general, world-immanent objects by an evolutionary sequence
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Figure 1. Matrix organization of subject fields
(Reproduced from I Dahlberg, reference 6)
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9. Statements of the knowledge about 2 and 3 in distributing it
by human beings, socieites, documents, etc. (" actualization ", synthesizing, environmental relationship).
These are distinguighed by the third digit of the ICC code.
Dahlberg has elaborated, published and applied the scheme (6)
using three digits (some 700 classes) and expects to pUblish a
more extended four-digit version (some 7000 classes) in 1983
(9).

If the four-digit version had been available it is probable that it
would have been used to design the coding system for international organizations. In experimenting with the various possibilities however it became apparent that there was a basic
awkwardness and bias in making all the preoccupations of such
bodies subservient to " knowledge" of " objects ". This problem
is particularly striking when a social reality like" homelessness"
is classified under an intellectual discipline, namely" sociology",
as in the case of the UNESCO Thesaurus (10). Similarly a value
and condition of fundamental importance like" peace" is classified under an intellectual discipline such as " political science ",
or again "friendship", "love" and "hatred" are classified
under" psychology".
Positionir,g values, conditions and forms of praxis in this way can
be seen as reinforcing the dominance of the knowledge function
during a period when the international community recognizes a
need to enhance action, the" will to change ", as well as the
emergence of new values. Many organizations perceive themselves as concerned with praxis and do not relate directly to the
intellectual disciplines by which their actions are supposedly
governed according to university faculties.
In the light of the ICC scheme the question then became one of
de-emphasizing this bias in favour of knowledge, whilst at the
same time respecting the concerns reflected in the ordering of
the matrix. One criterion of an interesting matrix, for example,
would be the possibility of mapping onto it at different locations
the various agencies and institutions required for the "operation" of a country or the world (e.g. various government ministries, hospitals, factories, farms, airports, military bases, etc.). In
this way the matrix would become a tool reflecting operational
reality to a greater degree, rather than responding primarily to
the difficulties of designing information retrieval systems to facilitate research and the generation of further knowledge.
Another valuable feature of such a matrix would result from
ensuring that it told a developmental « story». This feature is to
some extent present in the ICC matrix in that the" lower" ontical
levels reflect the earlier phases in an evolutionary process, whilst
the" higher" levels reflect the relatively recent phases of civilization. But it is possible that a more interesting developmental
story (or stories) could be embedded in the structure of the
matrix. This would be especially valuable if it highlighted the
stages at which different functions emerged in society (e.g.
social organization, mutual care, shelter, artefact construction,
etc.). As argued in an earlier paper (7), this implies a dynamic
emphasis on processes in contrast to the conventional static
emphasis in classification schemes on states and objects. A
number of authors are now arguing against the insidious effects
of static (Euclidean, Newtonian, Cartesian) descriptions of reality
as favoured by the" Western" mode of thought (11, 12, 13). It
can certainly be argued that this emphasis undermines a dynamic approach to development (7).
Clearly the above features would emphasize the « interweaving"
of the cells of the matrix. This approach is to be contrasted with
the practice adopted in the design of many thesauri. So little
attention is devoted to the relationship between major classes
that it is easy to get the impression that any such relationship is
totally arbitrary - isolated subject clusters (" science", " religion ", "art", " commerce", etc.) denoted by digits from 1 to 9,
etc. The" lumping" of major classes together in this way does
not appear to have changed significantly throughout the history
of classification schemes from 1200 BC to the recent initiatives
of the intergovernmental community (14). It is not difficult to
argue that it is this arbitrariness which deprives the pattern of
classes of any significance as a whole. As such it reinforces the
fragmentation of society which many authors have deplored, as
well as undermining any efforts towards an" integrated ", " interdisciplinary" or " holistic" pattern of action (11).

5. Insights from periodic classification.
As a guide to further insights for the design of a more interesting
solution, what appeared to be required was some matrix-type
model incorporating developmental features reflecting the emergence of a series of qualities organized into corresponding
" groups" at a succession of " levels ". The richest conceptual
scheme of this kind appears to be the periodic table of (chemical)
elements. The possibility of generalizing this periodic system
seems first to have been explored by Edward Haskell (15). Inherent in such a scheme are many interdependency relationships. Furthermore, in comparing J W van Spronsen's history of
the development of the periodic classification system (16) with
that of Samurin's history of the development of the classification
of knowledge in general (17), it is possible to conclude that a
scheme such as that of Dahlberg corresponds in structure to the
penultimate development phase prior to the emergence of the
fully fledged periodic system. Many conventional classification
schemes correspond however to much earlier phases in this
development with only rudimentary relationships between major
classes.
In considering the possibility of such a fully-fledged periodic
system, it is useful to bear in mind the following remark by A J
Ihde in the foreword to van Spronsen's survey:
" Facts soon reach a point where they become less and less
manageable unless an attractive and meaningful system of
classification is brought into being... Equally important is the
role of tools in science... It is frequently not recognized that
tools may be conceptual as well as physical ... The Periodic
System has fulfilled both of these roles. It has served as a
classificatory device but it has contributed much more than
mere classification. It has been a conceptual tool which has
predicted new elements, predicted unrecognized relationships, served as a corr-ective device, and fulfilled a unique role
as a memory and organization device. The periodic table has
contained an innate flexibility which has prevented it from
becoming frozen into a rigid structure. It lends itself to a large
variety of forms. Although many of these are unique only as
schemes representative of the author's originality, certain
forms have unique value in bringing out particular relationships. " (6, p. ix).
On this last point it is striking to compare the range of experiments with spirals, tables, circles, cones, cylinders and other
figures (see Figure 2) in portraying the classification of elements
(16) against the seemingly universal preoccupation with simply
structured lists in the case of the classification of knowledge
(14). In this sense the Dahlberg scheme is indeed an exception.
To clarify the discussion it is useful to note how one frequent
form of the periodic table (Figure 3) can also be presented in
another way (Figure 4) which resembles more closely Dahlberg's
ICC scheme. The " groups .. of chemical elements then tend to
appear in columns, analogous to those denoted by the ICC
second digit. The transformation from Figure 3 to Figure 4 clarifies the distinction between two "sub-groups ...This is even
clearer in a circular form of the table (Figure 5).

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The design envisated is perceived as a compromise between
three major " orientations " : production of a practical classified
directory; facilitation of experiments on classifications to develop
improved versions; and an emphasis on incorporating richer
patterns of relationships between activities to facilitate understanding of functional integration. These are detailed separately
below.

1. Practical orientation
In the light of the above survey, the factors affecting the design of
a practical system may be summarized as follows:
- it should respond to the progressive increase in number of
organizations with multi-subject concerns;
- it should meet the need for a relatively simple classification
scheme;
- it should facilitate incorporation of changes in organizational
activities with the emergence of new issues (environment,
energy, etc.) ;
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Figure 2. Examples of past attempts to present the periodic classification of chemical elements
(Reproduced from reference 16)
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highlighting chemical groups (<< lanthanides" and
" actinides" not shown)
- it should avoid the production delays associated with conventional methods of classification, particularly with increasing
numbers of organizations and with the change in their
concerns;
- in order to facilitate solutions to the above problems, it should
use an approach which could be assisted by computer techniques as much as possible;
- finally, and perhaps of greatest importance, it should result in
the production of a practical directory which avoids confronting
the average user with levels of significance or complication not
required, even though these features may be present for those
who wish to benefit from them.
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2. Experimental orientation
In contrast to most current classification systems, the design
should facilitate classification experiments in the light of the
following factors:
- it is not intended to produce immediately a " definitive" classification scheme for international organization activities;
- it is expected that different approaches will be explored from
edition to edition, possibly with several approaches in one
edition;
- the position of classes or sub-classes in anyone matrix
pattern may be adjusted between editions in the light of the
results to which it gives rise when tested on the range of international organization activities;
it is expected that refinements to the computer programmes
used will lead to more valuable versions of the scheme;
- the flexibility necessary for such an experimental approach
should be achieved by computer-assisted methods of reclassifying the complete range of organizations whenever a
new version of the scheme is required;
- as an experimental system, risks will necessarily be taken
which may give rise to errors, but every effort will be made to
minimize their significance for users interested only in the
practical value of a given classification scheme.

A PIUTTI -1925
GRUPPO 0

Figure 5. Circular presentation of periodic table of chemical
elements
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3. Pattern building orientation
The experiments in classifying international organization activities will be carried out to highlight significant patterns of relatIonships between them in the light of the following factors:
the emphasIs is less on possible bilateral relationships
between any two subject areas (e.g. medicine and sport) as on
portraying the complete range of classes in some functionally
meaningful pattern of relevance to organization activities;
the Intention is to explore ways of ordering the classes within
as many simultaneously interweaving patterns as proves feasible;
- in developing such patterns a major constraint is that of maintaining and improving the comprehensibility of any such
scheme.

DESIGN PROCEDURE
The design for the current edition resulted from the interaction
between the following steps or approaches.

1. Activity word list
Given that the preoccupation of international organizations
extends beyond the ranges of the specialized thesauri noted
above, one point of departure was to extract (by computer) all
significant keywords from the names of organizations listed in the
current edition of the Yearbook of International Organizations.
This resulted in some 8900 words after suppression of prepositIons, etc. To these were then added words extracted from an
earlier multi-disciplinary publication, the Yearbook of World
Problems and Human Potential (17), resulting in a total of some
11,000 words. A particular merit of this list is its comprehensive
coverage of active concerns of the international community,
whether problem, discipline or value oriented. The computer
system is designed so that this list can be re-extracted at any
time to capture new words associated with new organizations or
preoccupations.

2. Interrelating major classes
The various international thesauri noted above were used to
isolate major classes (e.g. science, religion, etc.) which have
traditionally proved to be a practical basis for grouping concepts.
Particular attention was however paid to "awkward" classes
which did not fit naturally into such groupings (e.g. standardization, design, and systemology are treated as " general" or " interdisciplinary " classes in the case of the Unesco Thesaurus).
Also of interest were classes that had for convenience been
forced within other classes even though they rElpresented a relatIvely distinct concern.

3. Elaborating a matrix of distinctions
Using the major classes derived above in the light of the variety
reflected in the extracted word list, considerable time was spent
in juggling items into some sort of matrix form. This process, as
an exercise in design, was very much a blend of science and art
as described in Christopher Alexander's Synthesis of Form (18).
The matrix was not perceived as being a purely logical clustering
of fields of knowledge but rather a pattern of activity domains in
which the degree and quality of objectivity varied. The constraining factors which emerged as useful in this process include the
following:
- entrapment in a purely linear sequence should be avoided by
somehow including a non-linear patterning feature. This was
achieved by considering neighouring columns and rows of the
matrix as functional complements of a mutually counterbalancing nature, rather than simply as members of a logically
defined set.
- the cells of the matrix should be perceived as representing
functional domains of which only some might have a cognitive
emphasis. The words that could currently be placed" in " such
a "semantic cell" do not therefore necessarily exhaust the
meaning that may come to be associated with that cell. The
words are indicators of significance but they do not delimit it.

- following Dahlberg's approach, rows of the matrix should be
used to distinguish different functional" levels ". The order is
then such that the" lower" or more fundamental levels must
first "emerge" prior to the " higher" levels for which they
provide a foundation. The succession of levels thus constitutes
a developmental sequence.
- at any given level, the cells of the row in question should represent a set of interdependent functional domains whose
interaction is essential to the stability of that level. In effect the
expression of one evokes the expression of the others.
- the ordering of the cells of the matrix, in the light of the
previous points, should go some way towards reflecting the
attitudes and behaviour of those associated with them as in .
the "pecking order" of the sciences; the "non-scientific"
nature of certain domains; the less" concretisable " characteristics of some domains.
- when appropriate, the order of the cells should reflect the order
of " emergence" of functions, either as they become explicit in
a community (in roles or programmes, for example) or as they
can be explained in the stages of some coherent educational
programme.
- in contrast with the usual practice in classification schemes,
effort should not be directed to grouping everything associated
with a given subject into a class which primarily reflects the
expression of some intellectual discipline (e.g. political science, sociology). When appropriate, words associated with such
distinct orientations as social praxis, material conditions,
theoretical approaches, value expression and modes of awareness should be separated into different levels, although possibly in the same column. Thus « love ", and" sex" should not
necessarily be grouped under" psychology" (as is done in the
Unesco Thesaurus).
- just as the previous point stresses the need to counteract the
tendency in favour of. a theoretical emphasis, so attention
should be given to counteracting an anthropocentric emphasis
(e.g. "fish" as a sub-class of «agriculture" in the OEeD
Macrothesaurus) or a legalistic emphasis (e.g. " prostitution"
as a sub-class of " crime" in the Unesco Thesaurus).
- distinction should be made between levels constrained by
nature or by patterns of behaviour, others at which category
boundaries are called into question, and those at which the
initation of change or development is emphasized. This offers a
means of separating functions concerned with analyzing or
reacting to the human environment from those concerned with
various forms of development, whether individual or social.
- with regard to the levels related to social praxis, the cells
should each be associated with characteristic institutional
features of society such as: government ministries or portfolios (in simpler and more developed administrations), university faculties, or functionally specific buildings (e.g. hospital,
factory, military base, school, laboratory, etc.).
- the size of the matrix needs to be constrained by its comprehensibility, as determined by man's difficulty in dealing with
more than approximately seven categories unless extensive
patterning features are incorporated as mnemonic coding devices (32). There is an obvious practical advantage in computer
processing if the cells can be defined in terms of the decimal
system, as in the case of Dahlberg's proposal.
- although the pattern of matrix cells is conceived as being complete, the representation of the content of those cells should be
open to continuing development. Thus the range of words
reflecting the significance of each such cell may change (aside
from the possibility that words may be allocated to more appropriate cells). In particular the cells corresponding to more
existential or value-related concerns should be open to future
clarification (possibly in the light of the very extensive Eastern
reflection on such categories). As noted earlier, it is the words
signif.ying dimensions awkward to associate with the earlier
cells which raise the possibility that they should be associated
with some other cell to which few words have been preViously
allocated. In this sense, it is the « earlier" portion of the matrix
which is " complete ", whereas the open-endedness is primarily associated with the" higher" levels.
The process of distinguishing qualitative attributes and their
analogies to one another bears an interesting resemblance to the
documented history of the manner in which chemical elements

•

were slowly juggled into a meaningful periodic pattern (16). As in
that case, part of the problem lies in the fact that words often
refer to qualitative "compounds" of two or more elements
although the distinction between an element and a compound
may well be unclear.

Of special relevance is his elaboration of a number of tabular
presentations which distinguish levels in a manner similar to that
advocated here. For example, one table concerns "Multi-level
planning in relation to a multi-level reality" in which the levels of
planning correspond to different time horizons and different
levels of logic and system paradigms. The five levels he distinguishes are: resources, products and services, social functions,
policy and values (21, p. 268). In an earlier book he has tables
organized in terms of areas of "basic human experience ",
namely what we: are, feel, perceive, know, want, conceive and
can do (19, p. 235). Information from these tables has been combined into a modified presentation (see Figure 6),

FUNCTIONAL SELF-ORGANZATION
With the switch in emphasis from pure classification to one in
which functional relationships are to be highlighted, it is clear
that any resultant matrix can usefully be compared with models
of human social systems. One of the most interesting theoretical
explorations of this kind is the investigation of Erich Jantsch as
reflected in three volumes (19, 20, 21). The special merit of his
approach is that it developed from an inital involvement in management, planning, systems and the policy sciences, subsequently
to include non-dualistic insights and recognition of the significance of hemispheric specialization of the brain. In his final work
(21), he provides a scientific foundation for a new world view
which emphasizes process over structure, non-equilibrium over
equilibrium, evolution over permanency, and individual creativity
over collective stabilization.
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Jantsch stresses the significance of the new area of systems
thinking concerned with " self-organization" of human systems.
In effect his tabular presentations may be considered as selforganizing patterns of functions. In the presentations in his books
special stress is laid on the relationships between the elements
of the table through feedback loops. It is in this light that it is
valuable to explore the organization of the matrix discussed here.
The emergence of classes in the matrix is in this sense an organic response to the macro-organization of the pattern. The
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process whereby major classes of functions emerge (e.g.
., science ", "education ", etc.) in society is then a conceptual
equivalent to " macron" patterning, as described by Ralph Abraham in one of Jantsch's books (22). Such new order emerges
through fluctuation, and it is on the basis of such fluctuation that
the system evolves. One of Jantsch's most important contributions is to draw attention to the relevance for social systems of
lIya Prigogine's investigations into this phenomenon (23). It is for
this reason that it is considered desirable to build an element of
fluctuation or alternation into the matrix pattern on which the
classification is based (24,25).

IMPLEMENTATION: MATRIX (CURRENT EDITION)
As stressed above the classification is designed to be modified.
For the current edition the design can best be described in terms
of the classification matrix and specifically in terms of the definition of its" semantic cells" on the basis of the levels (rows) and
columns in Figure 7. As pointed out above, the choice of levels,
columns and cells resulted from an iterative process aimed at
ensuring an interesting and functionally meaningful balance
within the pattern as a whole. As pointed out in an earlier paper
(26), this process could perhaps be best described as analogous
to "tuning" a "semantic piano ". Clearly different tuning
systems are possible, none of which balances qualities in a totally satisfactory manner. This problem of balance and tuning has
been highlighted elsewhere (27, 28) in an attempt to reconcile
the qualitative results, from different cultures, of exercises in
classifying the same .range of attributes into 1, 2, 3, ... or N categories. The situation here is of course complicated by the heterogeneous nature of the qualities to be balanced. Hence the experimental nature of this approach.
It is for this reason that the level and column headings should be
considered as tentative indications of d:mensions that it seemed
valuable to distinguish. Similarly the tfirms attached to individual
" semantic cells" of the matrix have been selected as recognizable common terms indicative of some percentage of the significance to be associated with each such cell. At this stage no
attempt has been made to modify the discipline-oriented terms
conventionally used for many common subject areas. The consequence is that the lower half of the table, at least, has familiarly
named major classes.

1. General structure
Before discussing the structure in more detail it is appropriate to
note a general structuring device which has been used. As pointed out above in discussing the work of Jantsch, there would
appear to be value in attempting to " capture" some aspects of
the alternation on which the organization of self-organizing
systems is based. It provides a means of acknowledging the
functional reality of the operational hostility frequently experienced by those concerned with "mutually irrelevant" functional
domains (e.g. science, religion, commerce), whether as expressed in relations between international agencies or between
departments of them (28). This phenomenon is also reflected in
the manner in which categories may be conceived or perceived.
For example, current investigations are demonstrating the
complementary roles of modes of perception associated with the
right and left hemispheres of the brain (29). These can be linked
to such dichotomies as qualitative/quantitative, art/science,
" soft "/" hard", image/text, context/structure and process/
stasis.
Levels 0-7 and columns 1-8 have therefore been organized in an
alternating manner to reflect the extremes of these dichotomies.
In levels 8-9 and column 9, areas are reserved for the" transcendence " of these dichotomies. Where the row and column dichotomies do however" interact ", cells of three distinct types are
defined: quantitative/quantitative (crossed cells), qualitative/qualitative (circled cells), and quantitative/qualitative (unmarked
cells). The resulting pattern is an interesting first approximation,
especially when the crossed cells are seen as primarily associated with well-defined categories and text, whilst the circled cells
are seen as primarily associated with fluidly difined categories
and imagery. The unmarked cells are then associated with a

blend of art and science (e.g. design, artefact production by
industry, or technology as a useful art) .

2. Level (row) structure
The levels may first be considered in pairs as: nature (0-1),
praxis (2-3), theory (4-5), developmental principles (6-7), and
existential experience (8-9). Here «nature" is split into the
physical sciences and the biosphere. "Theory" and «developmental principles" may also be grouped as the" noosphere ".
This approach has the merit of preventing innovative change and
development from being obscured and denatured by including
them under descriptive sciences and theory. It also provides
space for the values and experiential conditions in the name of
which change is proposed and implemented, rather than disguising them as the subject matter of psychology or philosophy.
Levels 0-3 constitute the" material world ", its description, and
the more concrete forms of action in society. Levels 4-7 provide
space for the reflections and interpretations of those acting in the
" material world ", whereas levels 8-9 provide space for experience in its own right. As such it is the least tangible but the most
intimate. figuring in much of the current debate on human values
and non-material human needs (30).
Levels 0-1 are also associated with the natural sciences and as
such figure prominently in university departments. Levels 2-3
may be directly related to government agencies, public services
and institutions. Levels 4-5 correspond to the « soft sciences"
whose subject matter tends to be defined rather than given. It is
at levels 6-7 that new directions of social change are defined.
The reservation of cells in levels 8-9 for values and conditions of
awareness must necessarily be considered extremely tentative
given the lack of attention to the problems of classifying experiences in their own right.

3. Column structure
The columns may also be first considered in pairs in terms of a
possible set of (social) patterning implications: establishment
and consolidation (1-2), maintenance and appreciation (3-4),
adaptation and propagation (5-6), and innovation and exploitation (7-8). Column 9 is concerned with the resulting symmetry or
imbalance. Column 0 is used for formal concepts calling for qualifiers.
Taken singly the columns may be tentatively described as
follows: domain definition (1), organized relations (2), differentiated order (3), contextual renewal (4), controlled movement (5),
communication reinforcement (6), redistribution of resources (7),
and environmental manipulation (8). Needless to say, such
descriptions are indicative rather than exhaustive.

4. Individual cells
In the matrix some cells call for special comment:
Fundamental sciences (00) : The special situation of the « fundamental sciences ", including mathematics, physics and chemistry, can be usefully modelled by the peculiar situation at the
beginning of the periodic table of chemical elements (see Figures
3 and 4). Without stressing the resemblance, special status has
been given here to " 00 " treating it as a kind of formal precondition or " pre-Ievel ". Within it are to be found the fundamentals of
relationship (as partly reflected in mathematics) and of matter
(as partly reflected in physics and chemistry).
Society (21): This is distinguished from sociology (41) to separate the function of reflection about society from the entities acting
within society. Note that such a separation is not called for with
respect to levels 0 and 1, in which the subjects of attention are to
a much greater extent taken as given.
Health care (32) : Treatment in general, and its necessary infrastructure, is distinguished from the analysis of disease under
medicine (18).
Societal problems (29): This is used to group problems of imbalance in the functioning of society, including crimes and disasters. It also includes preventive measures such as safety and
hygiene.

59.
Science (51): This includes science in the broadest sense (e.g.
humanistic sciences) as well as science as a phenomenon in its
own right (science of science) and as such is appropriately
distinguished from the natural sciences (levels 0-1).

5.

«

Harmonic» relationships

Given the alternation of levels, although semantic cells in the
same column have qualities in common, the relationships
between those in odd-numbered levels or in even-numbered
levels is stronger. This is most evident from the second level. For
example: religious practice (36), theology (56), morals and
ethics (76), transcendence (96). This series clearly goes from
tangible manifestations of religion, through associated beliefs, to
transcendent experience. In this sense the cells in the higher
levels bear a "harmonic" relationships to those in the lower
ones.

6. Complementary relationships
The set of cells at any given level can be seem as representing
functional complementaries. The expression of one in a society
calls for the expression of the others to complement or counterbalance that function. This is most clearly seem at levels 2 and 3.
Each function would seem to be necessary for the society to be
viable at that level, whatever the views of those who identify with
the categories of a particular function. For example, despite the
words chosen to label cells 31 (" research, standards,,) and 36
(" religious practice,,), a society will engender an investigative,
" normalizing" function, as well as some measure of ceremonial,
Aven if it is only to celebrate secular values.

7.

«

Empty» cells

Given the importance attached to guidance from the historical
development of the periodic table, empty cells can be welcomed
as a provocative challenge. Cell 52 may be expected to correspond (in part) to the theory of health care and health improvement (as opposed to the treatment of disease), given that cell 72
corresponds (in part) to sensitivity training of an individual in
groups. Cell 62 may be expected to correspond to enlightened
management techniques in which the worker-employer relationships is redefined in a new form of partnership. Cell 78 may be
expected to correspond (in part) to enlightened forms of agriculture, such as organic farming and similar experiments.
It is important to emphasize that although most cells have words
associated with them, those words may only signify a very small
percentage of the meaning that could come to be associated with
the cell. In this sense many of the cells are effectively" empty",
especially those at the less tangible levels (from 4-9), as well as
those in column 9.

IMPLEMENTATION: WORD CODING
Using the computer extracted word list of 11,000 items (mentioned above), a procedure was adopted whereby significant words
were first given a 2-digit code according to Figure 7. After resorting, these words could then be regrouped within each
semantic cell taking into account their frequency of occurrence,
namely the number of organizations with a particular preoccupation. Sub-classes were thus created using a 3rd and 4th digit, resorting whenever a new overview of the result was required. In
the final run some 7500 words were used (see Subject Index),
the remainder being proper names or insignificant, or else having
too many distinct connotations (polysemes).
Clearly allocating a single code to a word assumes that a given
word cannot be associated with several semantic cells. This is
certainly not true in the case of homonyms. But given the practical orientation of this project, the question is whether it produces a
useful result in a sufficiently high percentage of cases. If obvious
mismatches do result but the user can easily eliminate them by
visual inspection, then .the approach continues to have merit.
Such mismatches are after all inherent in current word-oriented
information retrieval systems in which the user is obliged to filter
what is supplied.
The allocation of codes to single words (e.g. "economic" or
" development,,) rather than to multi-word terms (e.g. " econom-

ic development,,) has advantages and disadvantages. It increases the problem noted in the previous paragraph, since
qualifiers reduce the incidence of mismatches. It does however
create the possibility of highlighting links between distinct
semantic cells, namely interdisciplinary or inter-functional links.
This is discussed further below.
Recalling the periodic table once again, a basic difficulty in elaborating it was that for centuries the distinction between a
chemical element and a compound of several chemical elements
could not always be clearly established. As a result attempts
were made to classify compounds on the basis of their properties
which were thus confused with those of chemical elements. It
was consequently difficult to produce a meaningful table.
It would seem that a very similar problem exists in elaborating a
classification scheme for the societal functions with which international organizations are associated. There is a need to distinguish between those which can be considered as «elements"
and those which should be treated as "compounds" of such
functional elements. Although only in the first stage of its elaboration, this is the intended distinction between Section Wand
Section X.
The question is obviously not just one of considering single
words as denoting such functional elements. Many such single
words, even when they are not compounds in their own right (e.g.
psychosocial), should appear only in Section X because of their
multi-functional nature. Further attention to this problem must
await the next edition.
At this stage there is clearly a problem in determining whether it
is more appropriate to associate the word "art", for example,
with its manifestations in performances and works (e.g. level 3),
the intellectual study of it (e.g. level 5), its transformative function
(e.g level 7), or the experience of artistic creativity (e.g. level 9).
These of course bear a harmonic relationship to one another as
discussed above, but the word" art" may be used indiscriminately to describe all of them. Indeed it could be considered a
compound of them which could be more appropriately located
within the framework of Section X. For this edition such distinctions have been made wherever possible in order to highlight the
functional significance of levels 6 to 9. A balance was however
sought between emphasizing this harmonic spread and locating
the word where the user might expect to find it in the light of past
classification schemes.
In contrast to Dahlberg's approach discussed earlier, the organization of the word coding within the semantic cells is not systematic at this stage. Grouping within the cells has often been
done on the basis of word frequency. In the case of levels 8 and
9, no grouping has been attempted within the cells. It is hoped
that for a future edition the organization within the 2-digit cells
can be made analogous to that within the matrix as a whole. This
would, for example, make it possible to distinguish at levels 8 or 9
between values and experiences which are more concrete and
those which are more transcendentak

IMPLEMENTATION: SECTION GENERATION
Once the word coding was complete for what then constituted a
computer-based thesaurus, this was used to determine with
which codes each organization should be associated. Here a
distinction must be made between the three main sections of this
volume (W, X, and V).
Where only one code was associated with an organization, the
latter was allocated to Section W, X or Y, depending upon the
letter associated with that code in the thesaurus. In such
circumstances it would only appear in Section X if the organization was associated with an interdisciplinary preoccupation
denoted by a single word. It would only appear in Section Y if the
thesaurus words in the organization's name were only names of
regions (e.g. Europe).
Where several codes were associated with an organization, the
organization was allocated to the corresponding categories in the
volume. In addition the codes were combined to select « interfunctional» preoccupations with which the organizations could
be associated in the categories of Section X. For this edition the
" combination» has been done on the following basis. If the
codes for the orgabization all corresponded to the same 2-digit

, ., [)

.

semantic cell, they were not combined. Where the first two digits
of codes were different, they were combined. For example:
W3310 (" schools ») and W3900(" law») were combined to
create the additional codes X3339 (" schools/law") and X3933
(" law/schools »j. If in addition the code Y5000 (" Europe,,) was
present, then additional codes Y5039 (" Europe/law,,) and
Y5033 (" Europe/education,,) were generated. On the basis of
these, the organization name/address entry was allocated to the
relevant categories in the different sections of this volume.
Where the kinds of keywords in the name of an organization
made the above procedure inadequate, it could be supplemented
or by-passed by the traditional form of " manual" allocation of
codes directly to the individual organization rather than to words
in the thesaurus (e.g. in the case of" trade unions ", or " international relations»). Only following this stage was it possible to
obtain an accurate count of the number of entries that would
result by section, and hence to determine the number of pages
which would result. On the basis of this information certain types
of entry could then be filtered out to bring the total number of
pages down to a figure acceptable to the publisher. Possible filtering strategies are the omission of Section X entries for certain
categories of organization (e.g. those from Yearbook Sections E
or F), omission of all entries (e.g. those from Section H), or inclusion of entries associated with selected cells only (e.g. those for
" international relations" from Section G).
The final sorting of the individual entries into sections was then
completed by computer up to and including the generation of
photocomposition pages ready for print. Statistical tables were
produced as a by-product, from which a summary was made for
this volume.

PATTERN INTERPRETATION POSSIBILITIES
Part of the original intention was to experiment with patterns
which highlight and clarify functional relationships. Ideally the
matrix should help to show how different functional concerns are
related to, or distant from, one another. In its present form it offers
a healthier approach to the insidious problems created by the
" pecking order" in the sciences. This is reflected in university
departments and the perceptions of intergovernmental agencies
(or their divisions) of the relative" relevance" of certain functions. Clearly it is easier to focus on functions at lower "tangible » levels, even though any action may be taken (at least in
public statements) in the name of values associated with cells at
higher" intangible" levels.
As a form of map, it is useful to recognize how agencies can get
" locked into" the functions associated with a particular cell (e.g.
information), without recognizing how dependent that cell is on
neighbouring cells if its activities are to be usefully integrated into
the pattern of functions. On the other hand some agencies may
engage in a form of functional empire building by focusing on a
" zone" of neighbouring cells (e.g. 27, 28, 37,38), only accepting
the significance of other cells under considerable pressure.
Development may also be narrowly conceived by agencies as
only in terms of cells at higher levels in the same column as that
of their initial preoccupation. In this way an agency becomes
" locked into" a column of functions. On the other hand some
agencies may simply reject as irrelevant functions at some other
levels, for example those corresponding to " theory», " praxis ",
or" values ".
in terms of an organizational or management perspective, there is
a need for the diversity of functions corresponding to the different
columns in order for any programme or community to be viable. In
this sense the matrix offers an interesting series of reminders for
organizational design and development. On the one hand it is a
representation of management functions (styles or skills), as
suggested by the work of Jantsch. And on the other, it can be
considered an indication of the order in which complementary
functi.ons tend to become explicit in the development of any
community. Recalling briefly the periodic table model in which the
cells at higher levels correspond to elements of higher atomic
weight, it may be asked how the analogy permits such intangible
elements as value-related experiences to be placed at the higher
levels in the matrix. Although possibly pushing the analogy too
far, it is however precisely such values that are conceived as
constituting the "weightier" issues in contemporary society.

Certain values such as "freedom ", carry" great weight" in
social interaction. They are quite capable of " displacing" material concerns of seemingly greater import.
As noted earlier, a periodic classification scheme necessarily has
a predictive element built into it. In the case of chemical
elements, these were each "discovered" at a particular time,
although the existence of many has been predicted since the
periodic table has been produced. In the international community
issues are" recognized" from time to time (e.g. energy, environment, employment). It would be of great value to predict the
discovery of new ones in order to explore their policy implications. As the matrix stands, it would appear that there are few new
functional elements to be discovered. The difficulty is that
although it is possible to associate words denoting certain functional properties with certain cells, it is as yet entirely unclear
whether this exhausts the functional significance which could in
future come to be associated with the corresponding c'JlI, as was
pointed out earlier in the discussion of cells and their relative
" emptiness ". Using the periodic table again, it is possible that
whilst a functional element may have been discovered many of its
" isotopes" may yet remain to be discovered. This in turn raises
the question of the relative stability of the" weightier" elements
and the recognition of what are known as " islands of stability"
in the sequence of such elements which man is attempting to
create. It is the periodic table which has given credibility to the
search for isotopes with half-lives ranging from a millionth of a
second to over a million years. It is possible that a functional
classification could give credibility to creative "flashes of
insight ", not to mention mystical experience, temporarily Altered
states of consciousness, or the states of awareness described in
much Eastern literature in which the interaction of positive and
negative forces is appropriately balanced. It is not too far-fetched
to accept that such a framework could well be relevant to understanding the possibility for bringing about a stable peace in
society. In generating the framework for Section X by combining
the cell names from the matrix used for Section W, space is
effectively created for a large range of functional compounds
Clearly from nearly 100 cells in the matrix, nearly 10,000 categories are created in Section X. Only a few of these are used at
this stage as can be seen from the statistics at the end of this
volume. The remainder are filtered out by computer. One of the
miracles of modern science has been the development of the
ability to design and make new chemical molecules, of which over
a million are now known. Seen in this light the functional classification can usefully raise questions as to whether certain functional compounds already exist (possibly ineffectively named or
confused with others), should exist (because of their desirable
properties in social processes), or could exist (even though their
properties could be highly undesirable), and under what conditions.
An interesting problem which emerges in the attempt to allocate
a single code to a word is the tendency for words appropriately
associated with one cell to be used as metaphors with connotations for another cell, usually at a higher level. It is even possible
to question to what extent words can be assumed to be metaphor-free and incapable of signaling the existence of functions
having a " harmonic" relationship to the most concrete use of
the word. Whether more insightful metaphors can be said to be
associated with higher cells in the same column remains to be
investigated. This would be one way of improving the integration
of the lowest levels (0 and 1), which are a rich source of metaphors, into the pattern as a whole. Metaphor merits much more
attention in relation to the problem of representing classification
schemes in a memorable manner (31). This needs to be seen as
being of vital significance to information users and not just to
number-oriented document cataloguers. Again there is much to
be learnt from Eastern systems of classification in which metaphor and number patterning of classes and sub-classes are
combined to constitute a powerful mnemonic aid to comprehension (32).
An interesting related problem is the tendency for action-oriented
organizations to denote their concrete preoccupations by using
terms for intangible values (e.g. " security" in place qf "defence ". This situation can be considered the revers!'! of that described in the previous paragraph.
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Another cencern for any classification scheme which purports to
be of multi-cultural significance is whether it avoids being locked
Into the purely Western approach to classification in the Cartesian tradition. This reflects a preoccupation voiced by a number
of contemporary authors (12, 13, 33) including the Rector of the
United Nations University (34). It is therefore useful to speculate
on a " confrontation" between the matrix in its present form and
that associated with a thoroughly Eastern perspective, such as
the Chinese classic the I Ching or Book of Changes (35). Aside
from being a deliberate attempt to classify processes and conditIons of change (as opposed to "objects" and "subjects" of
knowledge), this is organized into a 8 x 8 matrix of 64 cells. It is
not to be excluded that a relationship could be found between
these and 8 levels and 8 columns of Figure 7. This could offer
new insight into the sub-patterns of functional relationship within
the pattern as a whole. This possibility has been partly explored
elsewhere (26).

ENVISAGED DEVELOPMENTS: FUTURE EDITIONS
As indicated above, it is highly probable that improvements will
be made to the procedure for coding words, to the classification
schemes used, and to the various computer programmes used in
selecting organizations for allocation to one or more categories. It
is also expected that greater use will be made of "manual"
coding methods to handle the more subtly defined subjects as
well as categories of organizations. This will permit better treatment of subjects denoted by compound words.
In restricting attention to keywords appearing in the names of
organizations, however these are supplemented, this volume is
far from touching on the activities of the commissions, departments and programmes of such bodies, not to mention their
special-theme conferences. This problem is partly solved by the
presence of Section E, and a step towards solving it for larger
organizations has been made with Section K. It is also possible
that some attempt will be made to relate this volume to the International Congress Calendar (36). The problem will be partially
remedied in future editions by using the "hidden" keywords
which appear in the organization descriptions (e.g. under
" aims,,) in italics, and are extracted by computer. Obviously
however a distinction has to be made between bodies specifically
concerned with "peace ", for example, and the many which
choose to claim that their activities contribute towards peace.
Also envisaged is the possibility of providing written commentaries on the range of organizations associated with particular
levels, columns or cells of the matrix. The intention would be to
clarify how groups of these bodies relate to one another, what
distinct functions they perform, and the nature of their limitations.
Finally, it is hoped at some stage to include in this volume computer-generated maps of the networks of relationships between
organizations and world problems. The set of these maps would
then constitute a rather unique form of " atlas" from which val·uable overviews could be obtained.

COMMENTS
1. Classification as a political act
1. The construction of a thesaurus or classification scheme is not
a neutral process but a political act, as was well demonstrated
by the encyclopaedists in the 18th century. A thesaurus which
treats" homelessness" as an aspect of "sociology", and
" war" as an aspect of " political science" is taking a strong
political position. This is also true of an encyclopaedia
which omits any entry on "torture" (37). A totally exploitative
attitude towards the environment is suggested by an institutional information system concerned solely with" fisheries ",
« fishing" and" fish processing, production, storage and utilization ", but not" fish" as having an important role in planetary ecosystems (5).
2. Classification schemes tend to denature and neutralize the
functional significance of categories, by excising their nonconceptual component. This is clearly seen from the treatment
of " homelessness" and « war" in the previous section. Such

schemes are concerned with reflection and verbalization as
opposed to action, which is thus rendered impotent.
3. The political dangers of classification are not discussed
amongst the specialists concerned with the design of international information systems. Aside from their treatment of minorities and the disadvantaged, most of these systems are
simply reflections of a western world-·view. As such they can
only do violence to non-western cultures in the present form.
4. Classification schemes tend to encourage "functional empire-building ", as may be seen In the treatment of " economics " disciplines in relation to " other social sciences" in the
ILO classification of occupations, for example (38). Many
existing systems are allowed to " bulge" in favour of hyperactive functional development (technology, industry, etc) at
the expense of functions which are politically insignificant
(religion, ethics, art, etc) at the present time.
5. Positioning, or failing to position, a term in a thesaurus is a political act which contributes to some kind of " functional story ".
There is no concern for the stories being told in this way or for
the political education to which they contribute.
6. The process of embodying a term in a classification scheme
has a benumbing effect which tends to render passive the users of the scheme and to deactivate the information included.
A means is required to reactivate the information and the users
by changing their relationship to the scheme.
7. Designers of a classification scheme necessarily engage in a
process which may in part be justifiably labelled as " scheming ". The scheme imposes a pattern of perception against
which there is very little possibility of appeal. A new approach
is required which gives users some power OVGr the process.
" Who classifies for me ? " is an important political question
8. The functional control of society (or its absence) is implicit in
the emphasis and juxtaposition of categories in a classification scheme. This is especially true when the excesses of one
function can only be corrected by another. If the latter is absent from the scheme, or unrelated to the former, then the
" spastic" processes of arbitrary control are reinforced.
9. There is a need to " liberate" significance nexi from the dominance of particular ways of apprehending reality. A specific
concern is the politics of term appropriation, for example in
French" development" and" cooperation" are virtually unuseable in the political arena, except in relation to the Third
World.
10. The above considerations suggest the need for a politically
" aggressive" approach to classification which does not simply accept the result of discipline political activity, empirebuilding, or blinkered manipulation of other functional domains. A political stance is required with regard to the need to
" see things whole ".

2. Flexible open-ended approach
1. This initiative is funded largely because of the value of the
resulting check-lists by function or " subject" - not because
of the significance of the pattern as a whole. This is a considerable advantage given the design of the computer programme. It means that at any time the word coding can be modified
to produce an improved balance within the matrix. It will thus
continue to be an essentially experimental system despite its
ongoing use in processing current international organization
data. In contrast to conventional classification schemes, the
investment in this scheme does not "freeze" the coding
pattern.
2. Clearly this approach also permits alternative patterns to be explored in parallel, possibly for different purposes. It may be applied as rigidly or as loosely as required.
3. Because of the experimental nature of this approach, it opens
up the interesting possibility of exploring the potential of a classification scheme where a non-zero error rate is acceptable.
This may well be much more fruitful than where the error rate is
required to be zero (39).
4. This approach responds to the requirement that integration itself should not be closed and final - or else the integration
scheme is itself an obstacle to change rather than flowing with
it.

5. Given that the scheme is designed to " open up » cells for which
there are as yet undetected or poorly defined functions, this
predictive possibility should provide valuable feedback on functional integration.

3. Distinguishing functions
1. Given that much effort has been devoted in the past (14) to
isolating clusters of " subjects» and that these clusters are
still used in modern systems, it is appropriate to assume that
they reflect some degree of functional clustering. This exercise therefore respects such cluster to the extent possible.
Doing so has the considerable advantage of making the result
more readily acceptable. The main modifications therefor lie in
the positioning of clusters relative to one another and in giving
greater or lesser weight to some of them. This corresponds to
the view discussed above that the difficulties and opportunities lie not within the clusters but in how they are understood
to be related.
2. The process of distinguishing and interrelating functions within a framework is one of design. As such it necessarily involves both art and science, right hemisphere and left, and some
measure of synthesis resulting in a decision. This process is
guided by previous practice and is especially sensitive to
constraints. In seeking to generate a fruitful set of overlaid
patterns, materials obtained and processed in earlier papers
(28, 27) were used as possible guidelines, as was the structure of the periodic table itself.
3. This paper is based on the assumption that an entirely rational
approach would lead to a sterile result. The aim was therefore
to interrelate patterns of agreement and disagreement as
discussed in an earlier paper (28). The process may be likened to tuning a musical instrument in which the significance of
a tone only emerges in its relationship to the other tones. This
analogy highlights the significance of harmony and discord
between tones. The difficulty is that, given the matrix form, the
" strings» take the form of an array of columns and rows. The
tuning must thus be achieved in two dimensions to distinguish
a tone appropriately. The process may also be likened to
stretching a rubber sheet (of" seamless significance») over a
curved frame in such a way as to eliminate the creases whilst
giving equal prominence to each node in the pattern. It is also
worth reflecting on the generation of Chladni interference
patterns in this context (40, 22).
4. A special effort is made to open up locations for " awkward»
topics which tend to be forgotten or grouped in miscellaneous
categories. Finding any position for them in conventional
schemes is such a relief that there is no desire to open up any
discussion about the justification of the pigeon-hole finally
used. Why is it that a list of hard-ta-classify topics does not
seem to have been published? It is the process of fitting in the
concept for which there is no natural place which should
creatively redifine the significance of the whole pattern.
5. A cluster is not necessarily rejected because it is "fuzzy».
The property of being well-defined may well be a characteristic of certain kinds of cluster but not others (13).
6. Words located in the cells of the resulting matrix are merely
approximations to the concepts or functions to which they
refer. The cell as a whole cannot be adequately named. Much
of its significance derives from its status within the functional
pattern as a whole.
7. A distinction is made between complementary or competir g
functions at the same level (row) in the matrix. These are
alternative modes relating to different content. A different
distinction is made between functions of the same type
(column) concerned with similar content. These two dimensions open up the possibility of two kinds of functional substitution and development.
8. Deliberate efforts were made to avoid the distractions of
currently fashionable topics which cause current classification
schemes to «bulge ". These are considered a reflection of
short term functional imbalance.
9. Deliberate efforts were made to avoid the anthropocentric
emphasis in classification schemes, which reinforces a totally
exploitative misunderstanding of the interacting forces in the
planetary ecosystem in a form of « environmental apartheid ".

The aim is to ensure a «fair deal" for bugs, plants, and animals, as well as man. Fish are not only to be understood as
" fish-able" for man. It is regrettable that plants and animals
are converted by classification schemes into pests, foodstuffs,
or industrial products. Nutrition, health, habitat, and migration
are not just a problem for man. In addition, such narrowness
closes off any possibility of interspecies understanding, ignoring such questions as animal education and the intelligence of
dolphins and whales, with all that that could imply for their
rights with man on the planet in a more enlightened culture.

4. Function pattern
1. "Subject» categories selected for classification schemes tend
to conceal functions by using noun descriptors. It is appropriate
to ask whether such static categories facilitate development
processes.
2. As suggested by Bohm (11) and Thom (41), a more realistic
approach is to use verb" descriptors ", thus emphasizing the
essentially dynamic processes of development.
3. Descriptors in current use can only adequately express a percentage of the functions with which they are associated. Categories are not completely bounded by available descriptors.
Language is essentially incomplete and approximate - as is evident when descriptors from different languages are compared.
4. An integrated pattern of categories is essential if functional integration is in any way a reality. In many classification schemes
categories are grouped arbitrarily with little, if any, concern for
the relationship between functions.
5. Classification schemes tend to conceal the absence of categories which do not relate to the functional preoccupations of
those elaborating the ~cheme. Such categories are signalled
naturally in an integrated pattern.
6. An integrated pattern should lend itself to perception through
different "cuts", according to depth of interest and level of
complexity tolerated.
7. To contain the complexity and range of differences, the pattern
of integration should highlight differences as well as similarities.

5. Recovering functional emphasis
1. As has been stressed, conventional classification schemes focus on " subjects ". This term covers many « objects" in the
material world and the world of ideas. If these subjects are perceived as functions, as advocated here, it should be possible
to give greater reality to the functions by clarifying how they
are manifested through such special kinds of subject as those
noted below. In each case the cells of the matrix should reflect
some corresponding element.
2. There should be occupations or professions corresponding to
many of the functions. Together they reflect the pattern of human resources in an integrated society.
3. There should be institutions, organizations and groups corresponding to many of the functions. Of special interest is the
correspondence with government ministries and agencies,
especially as the country develops.
4. There should be types of building (or parts of a town) characteristic of many of the functions, as well as rooms (or parts) of
a home.
5. There should be organizational or community roles corresponding to many of the functions.
6. There should be information systems or styles of information
processing characteristic of many of the functions.
7. There should be characteristic human needs and satisfiers associated with many of the functions. Together these should
reflect an integrated pattern of human needs.
8. There should be characteristic values associated with many of
the functions, and possibly characteristic mind-sets, ways of
being or weltanschaungen.
9. There should be characteristic events. objects, and processes
associated with many of the functions. With the processes
should be associated characteristic concepts of change.
10. There should be characteristic methods, tools, distinctions
and problems associated with many of the functions.

11 There should be characteristic human activities associated
with many of the functions. These should correspond to the
elements in a time budget analysis.
12. There should be characteristic symbols or rites associated
with many of the functions. For certain traditional cultures
there should be divinities manifesting appropriate qualities.
Together these are an important guide to viable functional integration.
13. There should be characteristic images of man associated with
many of the functions
14. There should be characteristic educational processes associated with many of the functions. Together these would make
up an integrated educational programme and should correspond to the organization of curricula and sets of university faculties.
15. There should be characteristic decision criteria, constraints,
blindspots, biases, strengths and weaknesses associated
with many of the functions. In many cases there should also be
things which are considered self-evident or inconceivable.
16. There should be characteristic social and other indicators associated with many of the functions.
17. There should be characteristic constituents of a system associated with many of the functions.
18. There should be characteristic metaphors associated with
many of the functions.
19. There should be characteristic verbs associated with many of
the functions, possibly based on such action-oriented suffixes
as: ,,-ization ", ,,-izing ", ,,-ify ", ,,-icizing ". [cf. Thom
(41 )].

6. Dynamic relationship between functions
1. As has been repeatedly stressed here, for integrative purposes
the functions should not be considered in isolation one from the
others. Some functions clearly substitute for one another under
some conditions, others compete with each other. It is important
to arrive at some understanding of this dynamic pattern.
2. Several analogies may provide useful guidelines to explore
these relationships:
.- input/output matrix: as in the standard analysis of economic
sectors, there is value in exploring the pattern of exchanges
between the functions
- periodic table: as with chemical elements, the pattern of possible interactions, the degree of reactivity, and the resulting
composites are worth exploring
- mythical patterns: as with the well-elaborated patterns of relations between divinities responsible for different functions,
" stories" about how the functions relate to one another over
time can usefully be explored
- psycho-cultural patterns: the pattern of relations may usefully be compered with that of the Chinese classical Book of
Changes whose constituent hexagrams can also be presented together as a matrix of intertransforming elements (35)
- time budget: the pattern of interactions can also be explored
in the light of time budget analysis.
3. The computer programme is designed in such a way that copresent terms signifying distinct functions result in the generation of a separate matrix of relationships between functions.
From this it should be possible to develop a clearer idea of the
frequency pattern of interaction as well as the possibility of relationships not explicitly activated within the international community.

7. Non-linear and oscillatory functional relationships
1. The point was made earlier that to be meaningful the pattern
must provide for the presence of essentially incompatible functions, namely functions which cannot co-exist passively (e.g.
" science» and" religion ", " industry" and" environment »).
The weakness of existing classification schemes is that they
develop a framework which implies that such « subjects" are
compatible, thus deactivating/neutralizing the dynamic nature
of the relationships. This is one reason for the sterility of such
schemes.
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2. In order to be hospitable to discontinuity the scheme must
somehow encompass the non-rational character of disagreement (28). This implies at least a distinctly non-linear
relationship between such functions.
3. The most accessible indication of the possible nature of this relationship is that between right- and left-hemisphere
modes (29), and the essential difficulty of integrating them.
The functional consequence is an oscillation between the two
modes according to the task to be performed.
4. On this basis, it is useful to consider the disposition of functions
in the rows or columns of the matrix as involving alternatively a
right or left-hemisphere type of mode. The result is that the matrix then takes the form of a " chequerboard >' of functions. It is
this chequerboard effect which could be one vital feature for
adequate function integration. The point can be seen as remarkably obvious. Humanity does not function in terms of one mode
alone, just as it is difficult to walk on one foot - although this may
be what history will see as characteristic of this period.

8. Implication of modes of comprehension
1. A major defect of existing classification schemes is that there is
no concern with how they are comprehended or whether this is
of any significance. As has been demonstrated (42), people
and groups with similar concerns tend to .disagree violently because of temperamental, pre-Iogical biases. These have been
related to the psychology of types. Functional integration can
clearly not be envisaged until this essentially human-centred
concern is taken into account. It could well be argued that taking
it into account is vital to the credibility of any scheme which purports to facilitate human and social development. The question
may even be asked whether the existing range of functions
does not result from El special form of collective psychological
projection patterned by the distinctly favoured modes of
comprehension.
2. It could therefore be very fruitful to explore how psychological
types are reflected in the classification scheme. The work of C
G Jung and his school is very suggestive in this respect.
- extrovert/introvert distinction, as related to
- thinking, feeling, sensation, intuition types, as reflected in
- positive and negative male archetypes (Father, Warrior,
Youth, Wiseman) and in corresponding
- positive and negative female archetypes (Mother, Amazon,
Hetaira, Medium).
The material on these matters could suggest a much richer understanding of the relationships between functions and the
challenge of comprehending them. One of Jung's major points
is that a given individual does not have equal comprehension of
each of the above modes. Some are repressed. The same could
be true with col/ectivities (e.g. the « science" or " business»
communities) with all that that would imply for the dynamics of
their relationships and the problems of the development and
maturation of such collectivities.
3. It is interesting to note, in the light of the above comments, the
basic division between those committed to social change. One
group favours a scientific, structured, establishment-planned,
rational approach and rejects sloppy, disorganized, spontaneous, person-centred approaches. The other favours such participative, person-oriented, organic, casually-planned approaches" from the heart" and abhors the manipulative impersonality of the" head" approach.
4. The extremes noted in the previous point have dramatic implications for who can work with whom. The challenge is to move
beyond such simplistic extremes, as it is in the case of individual
maturation. It is not one or the other, but how each can be used
in an integrated dynamic pattern whenever appropriate. It is in
this sense that there is a special relationship between the
structure of the classification scheme required and the nature
of individual human development, especially in its" subjective"
psychological dimensions.
5. The present need is really for a more meaningful classification
scheme with which people can more readily identify in ordering
their world view. The interesting difficulty is that it is psychologically necessary to reduce the number of categories to approximately seven to maintain continuity of understanding of the
whole (32) - whence the value there of the single digit number
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of rows/columns and the coherence of Jung's set of types. But,
when it is necessary to encode the " 10,000 things" recognized in the environment, the number of categories must be increased considerably - which necessarily results in a fragmentation of integrated awareness. This states the basic dilemma
of classification scheme design. It indicates the importance of
interrelating patterns of small and large numbers through factors as discussed elsewhere (27). Single digit sets of types,
such as advocated by Jung, are principally relevant as dimensions of multi-digit function coding schemes. They provide the
necessary weft and warp which creates the comprehensible
framework through which greater degrees of variety can become apparent within an integreted pattern. Examples of such
patterns have been collected together in a earlier paper (27).
6. The alienating irrelevance of present classification schemes is
apparent when set against the challenge of producing a scheme
in which recognition of the attributed code gives the same
sense of here-and-now significance as the following:
(a) player positions and attack patterns in a football game
(b) pieces and attack/defence patterns in a game of chess
(c) katas and attack/defence patterns in interpersonal combat
(d) recognized tactical and strategic ploys in military combat
and business competition
(e) diagnosis of a particular disease
(f) recognition of a plant or animal species in the wild
(g) recognition of a pattern of music or dance.
Like the immense popularity of astrological typing (however illusory), each of these opens the way for a functional response
within a (perhaps momentarily) stabilized world view. They introduce the dimension of time in its most positive, liberating
sense, whereas conventional" pigeon-hole" ciassification introduces time in its most negative and repressive sense.

9. Need for a development « container»
1. The final points above suggest some additional desirable properties of a classification scheme. These essentially qualitative
properties are difficult to build into the simple structure of a matrix. The grid pattern can even be considered as a stereotype of
alienating technocracy. The defect of the grid pattern is that it
suggests no sense of direction of convergence towards a
unique location with which the observer can identify as a kind
of " home-base» or goal. As such it is a fundamentally anti-developmental foim of representation, despite its obvious convenience and efficiency.
2. At best the mattrix is meaningful in relation to one half of the
functions, namely those associated with left-hemisphere comprehension. Essentially it "freezes" the" objective" world,
whilst neglecting or denying the significance of " subjective"
interaction with it, although it is the latter which is responsive to
qualitative conditions. Even by ensuring the simultaneous presence of incompatible functional alternates, the stasis effect of
the left-hemisphere framework still ensures only a limited value
for the scheme.
3. Going to the other extreme, right-hemisphere thinking would
advocate use of particular images to which people can relate
(e.g. starving child or sunny beach posters), or possibly symbols
(e.g. as for each UN « year»), or a person (e.g. Mere Therese).
Such forms, whilst valuable in themselves for "mobilizing"
people in the short-term., are completely unable to convey any
sense of structure or pattern within which the symbolized concerns are related to the other concerns of the international community. Nor are they able to provide any balanced ordering of
the sub-concerns which together make up that which is represented by the image.
4. Once again there is a dilemma, namely the choice between the
limitations of « flatland " (43) and the problems of focused fascination. Can the dilemma be seen in a fruitful light to provide a
way beyond this sterile dichotomy which engenders such
" spastic" international activity?
5. In both cases it would seem that it is a question of how attention
is channelled, focused or manipulated. In the matrix case, attention is forced along well-defined pathways and easily becomes
exhausted because it is not regenerated in any way. There is little possibility for creative interaction, and increasing orientation
to proceduralism. In the image case, attention is excited and at-

tracted, but is not offered any channels through which the enthusiasm can be discharged in an orderly, constructive manner
The initial enthusiasm therefore decays quickly into indifference, apathy or cynicism, or is transformed into dogma. Both extremes are therefore attention" traps ", «prisons ", or even
"cemetries ", whatever their limited merits. It is possible to alleviate this emprisoning effect by seeking some form of synthesis
between the two modes.
6. In the case of the left-hemisphere mode, curvature may be introduced into the matrix through a third dimension. The value of
this has been argued in earlier papers (31,44). It ensures a
sense of focus and introduces the observer into the scheme
This step may also be justified in terms of the implications of quantum logic for classification (11, 45, 46, 47) ant the related
essential problem of the inadequacy of particular conceptual
languages (48) to " contain" the complexity of experience.
7. In the case of the right-hemisphere mode, complementary images may be grouped into sets, as has been done very successfully in many traditional cultures with divinities governing complementary qualities and powers (27). Note the advantage of
personalizing these powers in order to permit an individual relationship to them. It is curious that UN symbol posters are never
juxtaposed in this way to constitute a set of complementary images, rather than the current practice of emphasizing politicallytimebound, fragmented concerns.
8. The seemingly obvious next step is to relate the curved lefthemisphare pattern of functions to the sets of right-hemisphere
images in order to synthesize the two modes. If this could be
successfully done it would be the ideal « container" for human
and social development. Attention would be appropriately regenerated and focused to that end. As described here, however,
this step constitutes a further trap and an even more effective
prison. Examples of initiatives in this direction can be seen in efforts to build a " world'city " or a " world centre" in which the
architecture, imagery and organized information would reflect
and reinforce a unified world view (49, 50). This in fact overemphasizes the left-hemisphere mode. The right-hemisphere
mode is to be found over-emphasized in the proposed design of
certain process-oriented (utopian) communities. None of these
initiatives "liberates" attention sufficiently to constitute a
" container" for effective human and social development, whatever their merits for some people in the short-term.

1O. Intrinsic uncertainty and paradox
1. The synthesis outlined in the previous point is basically sterile.
This is because the advocated juxtaposition of the two modes
results in essentially mechanical, static" compromises" The
" logical" nature of the step proposed is precisely what ide;ltifies it as a left-hemisphere linear extrapolation, even though
it is supposedly encompassing incompatibles. It seems that
once again it is necessary to find a way of introducing a nonlogical dimension if the sterility is to be avoided.
2. It is not sufficient to call upon the excellent arguments of theoretical physicists such as Bohm (11) concerning wholeness
and the implications of uncertainty. This remains a left-hemisphere approach, resulting in an explanation with which the observer is faced and by which he is neutralized. The arguments
are important however as a way of shifting the discussion out
of an expectancy of linear extrapolations and predictability,
even in the psycho-social domain.
3. Switching to the basically right-hemisphere approach, there is
much material on the integration of the two modes, but only in
a form considered academically acceptable to psychoanalysts
influenced by Jung. This material forms part of the heritage of
many cultures. Its value lies in the fact that it encodes the experiential process of personal development and transformation, which should make it highly relevant to the further exploration of human development. Its weakness is that it has nothing to say about social development. Furthermore its incredible richness makes it a fascinating trap in its own right. Its experiential nature makes it especially suspect in the light of any
left-hemisphere perception.
4. These two seemingly blocked avenues of approach clarify the
basic dilemma. It would seem that both have vital strengths
and dangerous weaknesses. As pointed out earlier, the only
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way to move further forward is to be highly suspicious of both
and to alternate between them, counter-balancing one by the
other, since one or the other' must necessarily be used.
5. Of great interest in the right-hemisphere material are the
guarded attempts to define the essentially paradoxical nature
of the outwardly incomprehensible possibility of creatively
transcending the limitations of the two basic modes. This is typified by Zen literature and the associated practices (51).
These claim the merit of deliberately avoiding the traps of proliferating sets of symbols characteristic of other cultures. Such
sets of symbols tend to create the impression that transcendence is possible through them rather than through identifying
with the awareness from which they emanate as a set. The disadvantage of the Zen approach is that it is so individualistic
and paradoxical as to be virtually inapplicable to social transformation.
6. Of great interest for the left-hemisphere approach is the implication of the current challenge of plasma physics in relation to
fusion reactors for power generation. A plasma is an electrical
conducting medium consisting of positive and negative
charges forming a neutrally charged distribution of matter. A
plasma is unique in the way it interacts with itself, with electric
and magnetic fields, and with its environment (").lts properties
depend on the collective behaviour of the constituent particles, as distinct from the individual. If plasmas could be confined under certain conditions for a long enough period of time
in a fusion reactor, mankind's energy problems would be resolved. The difficulty is that plasmas are unique in their instability and in their tendency to revert to ordinary combinations
of matter and energy.
" The problems that have to be solved to achieve successful
magnetic confinement are both scientific and technological in
nature. The scientific problem is to find those particular configurations of magnetic fields, and values of plasma parameters which, when scaled up to fusion reactor size, would ensure a viable net power yield from the reactor. Technologically,
the problems are how to create the required high-intensity
magnetic fields, how to heat the plasma towards fusion temperatures, at the same time protecting it from contamination by
. heavier atomic impurities (which would quench the reaction (52). If individual attention/consciousness or world
opinion is considered as a " plasma ", the problems of human
and social development and integra~:on are well- modelled by
the fusion problem.
7. In the right-hemisphere approach, an interesting parallel to the
fluid behaviour of plasma is to be found in the important taoist
concept of " ch'i " (or ki), which as an essentially intangible
form of « energy" defies all exercises in definition. It is by identification with ch'i that an individual develops a way of alternating appropriately between the two modes without the normal discontinuity of awareness. With a background in biochemistry and management, R G H Siu notes(**): « Energy is
the essential stuff for structural integrity and mechanical and
chemical processes, while ch'i is the essential stuff for pattern
perpetuity and thinking and feeling. While energy-metabolism
acounts for the vigor of health in the physical sense, ch'i-metabolism accounts for the well-being of the person in the psychic sense. A smoothly operating cross-feed exists between
energy and ch'i in the normal and serene human being" (53,
pp 261-262). In the East, many of the martial arts are explicity
concerned with practices for controlling the movement of
« ki ", as in aikido for example. This is also the case with
the pattern of widely practised exercise movements called t'ai
chi'l. Siu continues "If one wishes he may carry the analogy further. He may postulate such laws as the conservation
of ch'i, which would read: the totality of ch'i is a constant; it is
neither created nor destroyed, it is only transformed. Comparable psychological formulations come readily to mind, such

(') If the states of matter are defined in terms of relationship to the environment, plasma
,s the fifth state. The others are: solid, liquid, gas, and reacting elements (e.g. in
fire). 99 % of the matter in the universe is in the plasma state.
(") It is interesting that this book should be published by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Press normally associated with left-hemisphere approaches.

as : ch'i gradients, as a basis for explaining dominance, power,
and influence, which would be analogous to thermodynamic
gradients; matching ch'l impedance, as a basis for explaining
harmonious social operations, which would be analogous to
electrical requirements in circuit design... " (53, pp 270-277).
But although Siu has written a subsequent book on management, there is apparently little attention in the East to the significance of ch'i at the societal level.
8. Returning to the left-hemisphere approach and the point of departure, the problem is how to design a suitable" container"
for development using the pattern of functions. Using the plasma model as a guide, the problem can then be defined as using
the configuration of functions to contain individual or collective
attention. From the plasma case it is clear that the functions
should serve a variety of purposes in enhancing attention (the
will-to-change ?), in focusing it, but especially in counter-acting ever-present instabilities. These lead to " degeneration"
of the attention if it is not effectively insulated from the surfaces of the" container". The model suggests that these surfaces are intimately related to the functions themselves. This
confirms the difficulty of the problem. It is already well-recognized that no one function provides the desirable solution and
each of them is dangerous to society or the individual if unchecked. But the current work on plasma confinement suggests that advances can be made by " bouncing" the plasma
around within the configuration of a magnetic cavity. This
would indicate that the problem is really one of allowing the attention to be constrained by all the functions simultaneously
but without allowing attachment to anyone of them. It is thus
not just a simple problem of oscillation between two functional
modes but between enough modes to constitute a container
(at least in a three-dimensional configuration).
9. Switching to the right-hemisphere approach, in discussing ch'i
Siu notes that: "The conventional theories of physics and
chemistry have not been successful in clarifying the intrinsicalness of life and the specificity of biological responses" (53,
p 259). The same may be said of sociology and psychology
and in relation to the specificity of responses to significance.
Architect Christopher Alexander attempts to clarify the nature
of this here-and-now Iivingness as follows: " There is a central quality which is the root criterion of life and spirit in a man,
a town, a building or a wilderness. This quality is objective and
precise, but it cannot be named. The search which we make for
this quality, in our own lives, is the central search of any person, and the crux of any individual person's story. It is the search for those moments and situations when we are most
alive... The more living patterns there are in a place - a room,
a building, or a town - the more it comes to life as an entirety,
the more it glows, the more it has that self-maintaining fire
which is this quality without a name... This quality in buildings
and in towns cannot be made, out only generated, indirectly,
by the ordinary actions of the people, just as a flower cannot
be made, but only generated from the seed" (54, pp IX-XI).
The question he confronts most admirably is how to enable
individuals and groups to work with a "pattern language"
(55) to build an effective container for the" quality without a
name ". (The patterns would seem to reflect life in the same
way as magnetic mirrors reflect plasma). It is regrettable that
he is primarily concerned with social patterns related to
buildings and not also with the less tangible psycho-social
patterns in their own right.
10. In both the plasma example and Alexander's" quality without
a name ", it is significant that the configuration of definable
patterns engenders a central space with special characteristics. Siu cites Lao Tzu with regard to this " empty" space:
" Thirty spokes unite in one nave and on that which is nonexistent (the hole in the nave) depends the wheel's utility...
Therefore, existence renders actual but nonexistence renders
useful" (53, p 266).
But the wheel only works effectively when the compression in
a particular spoke is appropriately distributed around the pattern of spokes as a whole. This is also true in both the plasma
case and in Alexander's living environment. It is relating this
empty central space to human and social development which
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is the current challenge. It is forthis reason that R Aitkin's work
on « q-holes " in organizations is of special interest (56, 57).
11. The essential weakness of attempting to describe the needed
container is that it places an illusory emphasis on a static configuration, when in fact any static characteristics it may have
are probably only as significant as in the case of « standing
wave" phenomena. It is the dynamics of how the container
works that needs to be better understood. This is also the
problem in the plasma case, Alexander's concern, and in Aitkin's q-holes.

11. Individual and social development as mutual
models
1. The previous section has pursued a line of argument to a point
at which, whatever its merit as explanation, the significance is
in danger of being lost to many. As pointed out by Feyerabend (58), there is a need to make arguments accessible by
avoiding abstractions and approaching the individual human
scale to the extent possible. Centering the argument in this
way is possible, but only by using the human-centred imagery
which is the material of psycho-analysis.
2. The last section attempted to maintain the relevance to social
development. The argument can be taken further by accepting
a bias in favour of human development. The whole problem of
containing plasma and relating to ch'i is encompassed by the
concern in the Chinese cultural tradition with the « circulation
of the light .. as reviewed by Jung (59). Thus a traditional text
on meditation reads: « When the light is made t6 move in a circle, all the energies of heaven and earth, of the light and the
dark, are crystallized. That is what is termed seed-like thinking, or purification of the energy, or purification of the idea.
When one begins to apply this magic it is as if, in the middle
of being, there were non-being. When in the course of time the
work is completed, and beyond the body there is a body, it is
as if, in the middle of non-being, there were being .. (59, p 31).
In this and related texts the parallel to the plasma is quite striking. Such a link between physical reality and meditative
awareness has been noted by F Capra (12).
3. The problem frustrating human development is the inadequacy
of the response to opposing tendencies or contradictions.
Some of which were reviewed in an earlier section. Methods
similar to the « circulation of the light .. in different cultures respond to this problem. The explanation of the response is necessarily unsatisfactory because the « intrinsicalness .. of life,
as mentioned by Siu, is essentially experiential. «Light .. in
this context is very closely related to ch'i, life and time. Siu illustrates this by examples from music and photosynthesis:
« Man is the most versatile in terms of the diversification and
depth of temporal ramifications... In the case of man, however,
something new is created upon the rendition of certain combinations and sequences of sound ... Man has transformed
something related to time into a heretofore nonexistent entity
- a poem, a song, a symphony. We identify this time-related X
as ch'i. We suggest that living systems possess some unique
capability of marshalling ch'i... In our musings on the metabolism of ch'i, light would be looked upon as containing both energy and a time substance.
A given quantity of light would consist of certain units of energy and stretches of time-substance. The energy-component
would be fixed in the dextrose molecule in photosynthesis, the
time substance in a temporal matrix... Just as the dextrose
molecule can be assimilated so that energy fixed therein can
be processed in varying bits and pieces to be utilized for inanimate work, so can the temporal matrix be assimilated so that
ch'i fixed therein can be transformed in varying stretches and
compositions to be utilized for animate purposes" (53, pp
261-262).
4. This harmonious relation to opposites can be effectively represented in dance and movement as in the case of fai ch'i reported by psycho-analyst June Singer: " vyhen Chung-liang
dances, the circular process of life is made manifest... Change
is the only constant, from one movement to another, from in-

itiation to completion, to rest, to initiation again. The energy
never stops, never pauses, never appears to be blocked. The
circulation of the light, a goal sought in Chinese philosophy,
takes place before my eyes. It takes place. in the body of this
man... Altough in continuous movement, the body is always in
balance; the balance is always asymmetrical, so that at any
moment the design formed by the body is in the process of
turning into is opposite" (60, pp 212-213). It is noteworthy
that the interaction between this dancer and theoretical physicists resulted in a most remarkable description of the current
frontiers of understanding of reality and how they are to be approached (61). But the weakness of dance as a mode is that
once again, it is essentially right-hemisphere and as such ~
trap, preventing further advance.
5. Some of the dimensions of the trap constituted by right-hemisphere, person-centred expression are avoided by the philosophy underlying the performance of the traditional Rig Veda
hymns in India. The performer seeks ways to avoid being
locked into any particular mode of expression, although the
performance necessarily involves the spontaneous selection
of one mode amongst several. Adopting that mode for a period
of time is seen as a necessary sacrifice or limitation of options
in order to make use of a particular comprehensible language
which will be abandoned as soon as the task is completed.
This affirms the essential inadequacy of any give mode. The
performer then effectively withdraws to an empty centre from
which another mode will be chosen through which to continue
the performance. This process is seen as a model of an appropriate response to daily life, as well as of a succession of
incarnations (48,62).
6. The previous points ~uggest a way to communicate possibilities of human development, especially in a semi-literate society. In both cases left-hemisphere structural significance is
effectively encoded on to right-hemisphere expression. Considered in these terms, much of the cultural material of psycho-analysis takes on a new significance for development.
The problem with this approach is the continuing danger of responding to the material solely as a code (a left-hemisphere
trap) or solely as an aesthetic experience (a right-hemisphere
trap). There is a further danger, as illustrate by June Singer's
work on androgyny as a goal of development (60), which provides a valuable overview of such material from many cultures.
Care must be taken in giving content to the synthesis of these
two modes for, once again, this synthesis is primarily significant in terms of its dynamics and not in terms of any mechanical juxtaposition of attributes (especially as in hermaphroditism or bisexuality). The synthesis of opposites as encoded by
the androgyne is not sexless, and therefore sterile, but rather
the essence of fecundity and creativity. Even if it is primarily intra-psychic, it is very doubtful whether the androynous condition is as accessible as June Singer claims, although the future may be able to distinguish usefully the degrees of androgyneity.
7. An essential characteristic of the androgynous synthesis is
that it can only be expressed, discussed and comprehended
through the ongoing interaction of opposites, as effectively encoded by the relationships between the two sexes. Expressing
the dilemma of the opposities in terms of the male/female relationship certainly has the advantage of making its complexity" accessible ". It also draws attention to how little has been
accomplished in moving creatively beyond this polarity. Given
present inadequacy in handling male/female relationships (as
indicated by divorce rates, discrimination, etc). it is highly
probable that this inadequacy reinforces the pattern of suboptimum responses in other domains, in which polarities must
be handled. It is also significant that the major product of this
relationship as presently conceived, namely children, is what
ensures the major pressure on planetary resources through
the population explosion. It is also significant that it is this very
relationship which provides one of the major motivating forces
for individuals on which much merchandising is directly based.
8. The relevance of the above argument is based on the assumption that the male/female relationship can be understood as
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encoding other polar relationships. This is a source of major
difficulty because the dynamics of the male/female relationship are so " fascinating» to the participants that they do not
encourage reflection or generalization. This suggests that
they tend to be perceived through the right-hemisphere thus
making the argument into a circular one precluding any transcendent synthesis. Nevertheless much cultural material of
psycho-analytical significance is encoded onto the male/female relationship and its products, suggesting the possibility
of such a development under certain conditions presumably
triggered by traumas.
9. It would seem that there is a vital link to be established between the understanding of human and social development
and the understanding of male/female relationships as exemplified by sexuality. The links between sexuality, population increase and war are fairly evident as a " negative» self-correcting cycle. It is the corresponding" positive" developmental cycle which is unclear and it is interesting how easily the
validity of this area of concern is rejected as irrelevant. It is politically highly sensitive. In fact it is appropriate to note that any
psycho-cultural phenomena involving alternation or oscillation
is rejected, " frozen» into one of its modes, or characterized
by traumatic discontinUity (as in the switch in power between
political fractions following elections or revolution). A significant exception is the "good.guy/bad-guy» technique employed by teams of interrogators.

10. The same inflexible attitude is characteristic of certain traditional religious practices in support of human development. If'
many religions the relationship between polarities by-passes
the male/female relationship and is encoded into the individual, especially into a highly disciplined approach to the breathing cycle of inspiration/expiration. Within such a framework,
obstacles to individual development are seen as encoded into
irregularities in the breathing cycle. This approach is claimed
as of great value to human development (e.g. in yoga). The
price of success is however the obligation to freeze the dynamics of the individual's male/female relationships in society. In this sense the monastic tradition, for example, is unable
to encode any creative understanding of male/female relationships in society.

11. The previous point indicates that there is a high price to pay
if polarities are to be usefully encoded onto the individual
Since few are tempted to pay that price, it is appropriate to
look for ways of encoding polarities into a left-hemisphere
presentation of the range of functions operating in society.
Hence the interest in classification schemes. In parallel there
is value in using the environment, as perceived in the righthemisphere mode, as a way of encoding the polarities of human and social relationships (31).

CONCLUSION
It is too soon to assess the merit of this approach in terms of its
more experimental aims. Hopefully their implications have however been related to the organization of the categories in such a
way as not to affect its value as a practical tool As such the
result is an interesting compromise between theory and practice
with the ment of emphasizing the dimensions of innovative change and the value-related experiences in the name of which .it is
advocated.
The effort made to incorporate these less tangible dimensions in
positions similar to those usually only accorded to the more
concrete manifestations of human activity calls for a careful
evaluation. It does attempt to reflect the concerns underlying
recent major international projects, such as that of the United
Nations University on Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development. This questioned the traditional « value-free .. approach
to serious scientific activity (63, 64) and the efforts to avoid
consideration of non-material human needs (30). As the first
round of what is hoped to be an ongoing experiment, it is natural
that much may be modified for the next edition. But whilst this
experiment is definitely not value-free, it is hoped that it helps to
clarify ways in which a variety of seemingly incompatible value
biases can be usefully balanced.
It is possible that it is the prevailing assumption that classificatIon is an objective, neutral activity which in effect severely
reduces the value of its products as a support by which international organizations can be empowered to act more effectively thereby reinforcing the impotence they experience in the face of
the problems on which they are mandated to act (65). As pointed
out above, the classification of each item of concern to the international community can beneficially be seen as a political act. The
treatment of " homelessness» as a sub-category of « sociology ", a theoretical discipline, is indicative of the manner in which
problems can be swept under convenient intellectual « carpets"
in order to avoid acting upon them directly. Indeed each item
classified in any international classification system needs to be
assessed in the light of its implications for problem-solving. It can
be argued, for example, that the choice of classes or subject
fields reinforces and legitimizes their organizing influence in
society such that each becomes a domain in which a different

kind of significance is accumulated, usually at the expense of
society as a whole (25).
Classification schemes are the basis for user access to international information systems. As pointed out on the occasion of a
recent conference on intergovernmental documentation, such
systems are not yet adequately designed to facilitate societal
learning in order to counter the marked erosion of collective
memory (66). A recent Club of Rome report (67) specifically identified the need for innovative (shock) approaches to societal
learning to counter the weaknesses associated with the adaptive
(maintenance) approach built into the organization of current
information systems. These tend to be totally unprepared for
future crises and developments. It is for such reasons that it is
appropriate to take the kinds of risk inherent in an experiment of
this nature. Although errors are to be regretted, they are a useful
indicator that risks are being taken in an endeavour to find a
basis for a more appropriate mode of response. As pointed out by
Donald Michael : " More bluntly, future-responsive societal learning makes it necessary for individuals and organizations to
embrace error. It is the only way to ensure a shared self-consciousness about limited theory as to the nature of social dynamics, about limited data for testing theory, and hence about our
limited ability to control our situation well enough to expect to be
successful more often than not ». (39)
The weaknesses of the volume as a practical tool are partly
those of' any computer-based retrieval system, namely the
presence (or possibility) of a percentage of misplaced entries
within any category. Weaknesses at this stage are also associated with the fact that, as an experimental procedure, problems can
only be eliminated progressively in an iterative "semantic
tuning .. procedure. Hopefully however the volume does already
indicate the possibility of organizing information on international
organizations in a manner which highlights functional relationships relevant to the emergence of a new world order. To the
extent that this has been achieved in some measure, it may be
considered a first step beyond the current subject and disciplineoriented approaches. These are only distantly related to the
dynamics of relationships-between functional domains and the
problems of comprehending them and communicating the nature
of such interdependency in support of problem-oriented action.
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